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Pagelb
The men's basketball
team has fmished the
exhibition portion of their
sched ule and now look
toward the opening game
at Cincinnati Nov. 19.

Page7b
With flu season just
around the corner, use
these helpful tips to help
prevent illness.
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University .Tornado rips through area
investigates
rfri Sigma
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org
The National Headquarters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma and the University recently
completed an investigation that revealed
Murray State Alpha Chi chapter was
involved in hazing activities on Oct. 21.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of
Student Affairs. said his office received
information about a potential policy violation that transpired. Young interviewed
the involved Tri Sigma members to determine if a University policy violation
occurred. to what extent, and whether it
was an individual or chapter issue.
"The outcome, I can tell you. is that
there does seem to be evidence to support
that ha1.ing activities did take place,"
Young said.
Nancy Parrish,
Murray State's Tri
Sigma
President
said via e·mail the
chapter did not
schedule or approve
this event and no
members
were
harmed.
"Members involved
in the event had no
malicious intentions
in their actions and
even took precau" Tlle out- tions to ensure the
of the women
come I can tell safety
involved,'' Parrish
you is that said. "Sigma Sigma
there
does Sigma does not
seem to be encourage or toler·
ate Tri Sigma policy
evidence to violations or Uni·
support that versity Code of Conhazing activi- duct violations of
kind."
ties did take any
According to the
place."
University's policy
on hazing, it is
Mike Young defined as "any oncampus or off-camAssistant
pus activity which
Vice President
of Student Affairs results in mental or
physical
harassment, humiliation, degradation, ridicule,
shock, endangerment, physical disfiguration, excessive fatig\lc, danger to health or
the involuntary consumption of alcohol or
drugs.·•
Young said the hazing activities were
similar to a scavenger hunt and involved
members being blindfolded and photographed. but fully clothed.
Greek organizations are aware of the
University's policr, he said, and all members are required to sign an agreement
indicating they will not participate in haz.
ing activities.
Lorin Phillips, director of Chapter Ser·
vices at Sigma Sigma Sigma National
Headquarters, met with the chapter Oct.
27-29 and with the University to ensure
the accuracy of received information.
"The ultimate outcome was that the
chapter's internal process would be implemented for the individuals directly
involved in order to hold them accountable," Phillips said via e-mail. "Then chap·
ter·wide proactive educational !;anctions
would be put in place through Tri Sigma's
Chapter Supervision program."
She also said the chapter is taking action
to educate its members and prevent future
problems.
The last time the University dealt with a
sorority hazing issue, Young said, was in
1998 with Delta Sigma Theta.

photos by Justin Gibbs/guest

A door from John Rich's bouse Is twisted around a tree limb after a tornado ripped through Crittenden County Sunday morning.
Rich and his girlfriend were In the bouse when the F-2 tornado bit and were thrown from the second story bedroom.

Sunday storms
destroy Kentucky,
Indiana towns
Jim Burress

Contributing Writer
A pile of debris is all that
remainll of John Rich's
Matoon home after an F·2
tornado ripped it apart Sunday morning.
As Rich stood on the
home's foundation, the only
part of the house left intact,
he talked about living
through the storm.
He and his girlfriend had
just enough time to stand up
and get out of bed before the
tornado hit.
"When we did, the house
buckled and popped (and) it
exploded," Rich said. "Stuff
was just going by me. and I
could feel it just beating me
as it went by. In just a few
seconds it was done."

Afterward, Rich found
himself on the ground,
thrown from his second
story bedroom. His girl·
friend, who had been at his
side just seconds before, was
on the other side of what
used to be their house with a
broken leg. His father
crawled from beneath the
rubble with cuts on his face.
Everything but the house's
basement was destroyed.
Rich's mattress, which still
had sheets on it, was found
lodged in a tree about 400
feet away. One of the house's doors remained twisted
around a tree limb.
But they survived.
ul don't think we realized
the magnitude of what we
had here," Rich said
After watching TV Satur-

day night, he knew storms
were coming but had no
notice of a tornado, he said.
That is because the
National Weather Service

never issued one.
At 1:46 a.m. Sunday, the
NWS issued a severe thun·
derstorm warning for Crit·
tenden County based on

Doppler radar returns.
By the time the warning
was issued, the tornado had

see WEATHER/ 3a

Council for Postsecondary Education begins budgeting process for 2006
Emily W uchner
Staff Writer
ewuchner@theni.'Ws.org
The Council for Postscc·
ondary Education approved
Monday a budget request for
Kentucky universities, techni·
cal schools and general educa·
tion degrees for the 2006 fiscal
year.
The request will be sent to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and Gener·
al Assembly for further evaluation before any money is
awarded to any institution~>.
The new budget will provide

L

funds to the institutions for
construction and renovation,
technology projects and institutional operations.
Mark Wattier, professor of
government, law and international affairs and member of
CPE. said Murray State
requested more than $5.1 mil·
lion. If approved, Murray State
will use the requested money
for phase three of the new science complex and the construction of a new veterinary
center.
"1 think. given that a broad
base increase has been

requested and two capital con·
struction
projects , were
requested, Murray State has
gotten good support from the
Council for Postsecondary
Education," Wattier said.
With the approval, the overall budget will increase $193.1
million. Jonathan Pruitt, senior
associate for finance, said
$137.6 million ofthat requested
amount is for institutional
based funding for the biennial
b~dget.

The proposed budget also
includes $18 million for a
Regional Stewardship Funding

Program, which will promote
regional or statewide economic development and outreach.
The Kentucky Postsec·
ondary Education Improve·
ment Act of 1997, House Bill 1,
states the system of postsecondary education should be
strategically planned and adequately funded.
Sue Patrick. director of communication for CPE, said Kentucky trails much of the nation
in education attainment and
personal income.
She said if Kentucky contin·
ues to stay on track. it will

meet the national average by
2020.
"Postsecondary education is
an investment in the state,"
Patrick said. "For every dollar
spent for postsecondary edu·
cation, the state receives more.
Money spent for education is
an investment."
Ron Carson, senior Fellow at
the CPE, said the council studied institutions across the
United States and compared
them to Kentucky institutions.
After identifying the schools
most similar to those in Kentucky, the members decided on

a budget based on a system
called the Bench Mark Funding
Model.
"The way in which Kentucky
can advance economically and
improve the quality of life is by
higher levels of economic wellbeing and economic attain·
ment," Carson said.
Patrick said the payoffs of
this budget will affect Ken·
tucky residents.
' Said Patrick: "Higher education is an investment in future
prosperity and in will belng at
the state level and the personal
income for Kentuckians."
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•Police Beat
Thursday, Nov. 3
2:51a.m. Public Safety requested an

Misty Hays/The

News

Andy Wong, junior from Murray and Aaron Goodman, junior from
Paducah relax and watch a soccer game at Sunset Strips WedDesday.

University hosts senior day Jars of Clay ready to rock
for potential MSU students in second Murray concert
The University w ill host FaU Senior Day
II from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at the Curris Center. This is one in a series of informational days presented each year by the
office of school relations, inviting high
school students from throughout the
region for a special campus visit.
Students do not need to register to
attend.
For more information, call the Universi·
ty at 762·2896.

Senior Tribute donations
honor mentors, educators
As a w ay for seniors to recognize anyone who bas made a difference in their
college expe rien ce , Murray State has
d eveloped Senior Tribute, which allows
seniors to make a donation to the Univer·
sity in a m entor or family member':;
h onor.
All donations will h elp increase the
standard of excellence throughout the
Univers ity by supporting areas of great·
est need.
Students can de termine how much
money is appropriate to give.
All do nors will be recognized in the
commencement p rogram.
If you are interested in making a donation, please contact Jim Napier at 7623250 or jim.napier@murraystatc.edu.

Jars or Clay and friends Sara Grove and
Donald Miller will perform at 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 19 at Lovett Auditorium.
The Campus Activities .Board and Stu·
dent Government Association are sponsoring the event
Tickets are $12 for Murray State students with a valid Racercard, $15 for the
general public and are available at the
Regional Special Events Center Box
Office, all Ticket Master outlets including
Dfs Music in Paris, Tenn., and f.y.e. in
Paducah
or
online
at
www.ticketmaster.com

Corrections
In the Nov. 4 issue of The Murray
State News. Rotaract was misspelled.
In the Nov. 4 issue of The Murray State
News. Jeanne Scafella, chairwoman for
the journalism and mass communications
department, was mistakenly reported to
say Congress would never pass a shield
law. It was also mistakenly stated she
thought Karl Rove, Dick Cheney and
Scooter Libby influenced Miller. TheNews regrets the errors.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Jacqueline
Jordan. assistant news editor. If you
would likt• to submit information for
Campus Briefly. phone 762-4480.

officer check on a possibly intoxi·
cated subject. The subject did not
appear to have been drinking.
11:34 a.m. A caller from the Curris
Center parking lot said she feU in
front of the Curris Center the previ·
ous day. A report was taken.
'
1l:S3 a.m. A caller from Hester College reported a dog locked inside a
vehicle. Public Safety contacted
Animal Control and the owner of
the vehicle was notified.
1:12 p.m. A caller from the Industry
and Technology Building reported
a chemical spill drill being conduct·
ed. Public Safety notified officers
not to be alarmed.
5:02 p.m. A caller from the intramural field reported the lights
would not come on. Central Plant
reset the timer and turned on the
lights.
8:01 p.m. The residence director
from Regents College reported a
problem with ffies in Room 124.
8:34 p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported someone
shoplifting. A report was taken, and
the incident is under investigation.
11:38 p.m. An officer reported indi·
viduals in Winslow Dining Hall.
The subjects were advise~ to leave.

Friday, Nov. 4 ·
12:38 a.m. A caller from the fairgrounds requested the Murray
Police Department for a problem at
a party. The subject causing the
problem left the party.
1:30 a.m. A caller from the Region·
al Special Events Center reported•a
theft. Officers found two individuals with stolen basketballs behind
the building. A report was taken.
8:24 a.m. A caUer from Hart College reported a burned styrofoam
cup. Murray Fire Department was
notified for investigative purposes.
8:26 a.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported that the gas
leak that bad been repaired the previous day was leaking again. r'acili·
ties Management was notified.
11:57 a.m. A caller from FJanklin
College reported an individual
looking in vehicles. The subject
was gone upon officer arrival.
3:50p.m. A caller from Main Street
said he believed the driver of a
vehicle was intoxicated. Public
Safety notified the Murray Police
Department.

8:42 p.m. A University employee

Saturday, Nov. 5
12:31 p.m. A caller from Clark College reported a squirrel trapped in
the third floor stairwell. Central
Plant was notified.
2:19 p.m. A caller from White Col·
lege reported someone had been in
his room. The intruder bad broken
a mirror and left a knife. A report
was taken.
3:17 p.m. A caller from Roy Stew·
art Stadium reported the rope on
the American flag pole was broken.
Central Plant bad been advised and
was on the way to fix it.
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Bryan Waier
Caleb Melies
Chase Lambert
Chip Walker
Chris Asher
Chris Bruce
Chris Champion
Chris Heine
Chris Marshall
Chris Morgan
Chris Muncie
Chris Sullivan
Chris Thone
Chuck Johnson
Chuck Norris
Clark Gwaltney
Clint Griggs
Cody Doors
Cody Lane
Cody White
Cody Wiles
Cody Willis
Coul Holloran
Craig Bagby
Craig Patton
Curry Cates
Dallas Harper
Dathan Shelton
Dane Weaver
Daniel Smith
Dave Collins
Dave Normansell
Dav1d Borum
David Croch
Danny Treas
Davy Keatts
Derek Smith
Derek Stegemoller

Drew Gourieux
Drew Holland
Dustin Gerad
Dylan Hasley
Eric Icenogle
Eric Pyle
· Erin Wilson
Gary Crass
Gordie Laster
Graham Gobin
Grandpa Peyton
Greg Vonnahme
Harrison Blankenship
Harrison Yonts
Hombra Dennis
Jacob Linch
Jacob Lyon
Jacob McKinnis
Jacob Roach
Jake Bell
James Akin
James Travis
James Walker
Jared Lucas
Jarrod Key
'
Jarrod Rudesill
Jason Hinson
Jay Burgett
Jay Cooper
Jay Heath
Jay Ruark
Jeff Johnson
Jeff Utley
Jeremy Collins
Jerry Harp
Jesse Darnall
Jesse Towndsend

Jimmy Byer
Joe Berghousen
Joe Coffey
Joel Perkins
John Colgan
John Jefferson
John Jenkins
John Michael Emerson
John Parsons
John Shelby
Jon Rose
Jordon McMillin
Jordan Quint
Jordan Rudesill
Jordan Savage
Jordan Wexler
Josh Blakemore
Josh Cain
Josh Hindman
Josh Jones
Josh Ramsey
Josh Ricks
Josh Taylor
JT Skinner
Justin Butts
Justin Denham
Justin King
Justin McGregor
Justin Mason
K-Rob
Kenny Moorhead
Kent Manning
Kevin Ferrell
Kevin Opp
Kiah Clayton
King Alexander
Kristopher Mauck

Thesday, Nov. 8
9:53 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported a hit-and-run
vehicle accident while his car was
parked in the back parking lot.
3:24p.m. A caller from 16 th Street
reported items missing from his
backpack. Public Safety referred
him to the Murray Police Depart·
ment.
10:07 p.m. A University employee
who was trying to lock Wilson Hall
requested an officer because stu·
dents inside the building refused to
leave. The subjects were gone upon
officer arrival.
1&.20 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer come to Waterfield
Library because a child was disturbing students who were studying. The child's mother told him
not to disturb people in the library.

Sunday, Nov. 6
2:Sl a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a subject asleep in
the hallway. An officer checked on
the subject and advised him to
return to his room for the night.
8:06 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported a bird in the
building. Central Plant was notified.
1:56 p.m. The tire alarm at Elizabeth College was activated. Someone in the building was baking
beans, which got too hot. The alarm
was reset and everything appeared

Wednesday, Nov. 9
6:S8 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a vending
machine was dispensing all the
change. Public Safety advised the
front desk worker to contact the
residence director.
12:22 p.m. A caller from Sparks
Hall reported a fight between two
males in the road. The subjects
were gone upon officer arrival.

fmc.
U:5J p.m. The residence director of
Clark College reported a cigarette
bad been thrown in the garbage
can. There was no fire, but a little
smoke. The RD poured water in the
trash can and the replaced the bag.
Murray Fire Department was
advised.

Monday, Nov. 7
1:28 a.m. A caller from College

Courts reported a possible domes·
tic disturbance in the 300 block.
7:17 a.m. A caller from Alexander
Hall reported a vehlcle parked in
the road. Public Safety notified
Keys Towing, but the owner moved
the vehicle.
ll:S2 a.m. A caller from Clark Col·•
lege reported an argument between
two subjects. A Calloway County

%e Ladies of Yl{pfit~: (jamma 'De{ta cordial{y invite
tfie fo{fowing gent{emen to our CntSfi 'Dance
'
%ursday !J{pvem6er 17, 2005
Murray Country C{u6 8 p.m- 12 a.m.
Aaron Briggham
Adam Bittel
Adam Scott
Adam Sexton
Adam Speeg
Adam Webb
Adrian Lattus
Alex Shivers
Andrew Beckman
Andrew Beyke
Andrew Grassman
Austin Beck
Austin Pruitt
Austin Tyler
Ben Goodman
Ben Lemond
Ben Taylor
Blaine Jexler
Blake Drum
Blake Munger
Blake Neiton
Bobby Potts
Brad Abell
Bradley Rideout
Bray Nelson
Brian Ladd
Brian Pack
Brian Rothe
Brandon Anderson
Brandon Brady
Brandon Elkins
Brandon Fenwick
Brandon Jones
Brandon Thieleman
Brent Cole
Brent Jefferies
Brent Johnson
Brent Wilcox

deputy checked on subjects and
advised they were only having a
discussion.
S:10 p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported an iPod missing
from his residential college room. A
theft report for items valued under
$300 was taken.
S:44 p.m. A caller from the intramural fields reported a verbal dis·
pute over who was supposed to be
using the field.
ll:S9 p.m. A caller from Waterfield
Library reported approximately 15
people locked in the library. Racer
Patrol unlocked the door.

reported finding a ring in the fourth
floor women's restroom of the Oak·
ley Applied Science Building.
9:09 p.m. The residence director
of Elizabeth College requested to
know why the left elevator was
turned off. Central Plant was noti·
fled.

Kyle Cauley
Kyle Erwin
Kyle Landrum
Kyle VanFleet
Landon Brewer
Leonard Matlock
Lucian Rogers
Luke Thomas
Luke Weddle
Mark Daniel
Mark Harmon
Matt Bledsoe
Matt Brandon
Matt Homen
Matt Lynch
Matt Phillips
Matt Stanton
Michael Ahart
Michael Croft
Michael McGregor
Micheal Tommy Moore
Michael Moss
Michael Rhey
Mike Brown
Mike Rach
Mikey Morreland
Nasty Nate
Nate Chapman
Nathan Kustes
Patrick Clark
Patrick Hayden
Paul Mills
Rayne Crouse
Reed Clapp
Richard Johnson
RJ Strangis
Robbie Alexander

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 1
Arrests- 0

Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news
editor, compiles Police Beat with
materials provided by Pubric Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed.
For a complete listing, visit www.thenews.org.

.~
Robert Alexander
Ron Burgandy
Ryan Gillmore
Ryan Houston
Ryan Oliver
Ryan Nail
Ryan Saxton
Scottie Ellison
Scott Ashby
Scott Sanders
Sean Clemson
Seth Barrow
Shawn Witherspoon
Skillz
Skylar Pharris
Stephan Bo
Stephen Turner
Stuart Berberich
T.C. Bush
Toby Hafer
Todd Walker
Travis Brown
Tripp Gibson
lim Stolt
Trey Vincent
Troy Hollowell
Tyler Hafford
Tyler Simmons
Walleye
Warren Thompson
Wes Cullen
Wesley Pitts
Will Alee
Wyatt Parker
Zach Elmore
Zack Hobbs
Zack Knight
Zack Taylor
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IMSU students
adjust
after storm

Weather
office plans
to evaluate
weaknesses

'

Jim Burress
Contributing Writer

From Pagel
already destroyed John Rich's bouse.
The NWS later estimated the tornado started around 1:45 a.m. and
was on the ground for about 20 minutes.
"Weather is a dynamic process,"
said Pat Spoden, science and operations officer for Paducah's National
Weather Service. "We are trying to
forecast something that's constantly
moving, and it's not always the easiest thing to do. We are trying our
best.·
The Paducah field office is responsible for issuing weather watches
and warnings for 58 counties in
western Kentucky, southern Indiana,
southern Illinois and southeastern
Missouri.
At the same time the tornado hit
Crittenden County. another tornado
ripped through the Evansville, Ind.
area.
Spoden said the timing of the two
tornadoes had nothing to do with the
offict>'s failure to issue a tornado
warning for Crittenden County.
"We try to break up the area, so
we're not all focused in on one particular area," Spoden said.
Early Sunday morning, Spoden

)u~tin Gihbslgu~t

A toy truck lies under the rubble of an F-2 tornado that destroyed homes in Crittenden County.
said eight to 10 people were staffing
the NWS office and each could look
at a separate monitor of data for different areas.
He also said the office would
review the night's events and Lry to
see where they could have done a
better job.
When the NWS issues a warning,
it sends out a 1050Hz tone to activatl'
weather radios. The tone did not
sound, so people with some weather

radios were not alerted that severe
weather was coming.
A specialist from Kansas City visited rhc Paducah oftice Tuesday to
work on the issue. Spoden said by
Wednesday, that person had pinpointed and fuced the problem.
"It was an isolated incident," Spoden said.
While several things could have
happened differently on the NWS
t!nd, Spoden said it is up to each

individual to plan ahead for severe
weather and to have more than one
alert method.
He suggests having a weather
radio with Specific Area Message
Encoding technology, and a telephone network where friends or
family can call if there is bad weather approaching. ,
Said Spoden: "In the Ohio Valley,
you have to be nwarc 24 hours a day,
365 ~ays a year.''

Destruction from the F-3 tornado was
more than an hour from Murray. but the
storms had a powerful impact on many
students who live or have family in southern Indiana.
Amber Roach. junior from Benton, said
the tornado tore through her uncle's Ncwbur~h. Ind., home.
"Everything they had was completely
wiped out," Roach said.
Because she cannot do much to help
from school, Roach said she feels helpless.
But she offered her uncle the only thing
she could - her car.
While her family suffered a major loss.
they arc all relieved no one in her family
was injured.
Lauren Granger, women's soccer team
member and sophomore from Newburgh,
Ind., said shl' is relieved ht!r home was
spared but feels sympathy for the many
who were not as fortunate.
"1 know a girl that went to my high
school, a cheerleader, who was killed,"
Granger said.
She said many of her family's friends
had damage to their homes. but the town
is now focusing on rebuilding and cleaning up the damage.
Granger also said while damage from
the storm wa~ tragic. the tornado brought
out the best of the community because
everyone is pitching in, with neighbor
helping neighbor.·
Said Granger: ."I've always hated
storms, but It's really opened my eyes."

• Comprehensive
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• Treatment of Eye
Infections
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Should universities be
able to punish students
for online postings?

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. 1'he
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Facebook has been an instant
hit at universities across the
country, but some students are
having to approach their posts
with a little more caution.
Four students at Northern
Kentucky University received
code of conduct violations after
posting photos of themselves in
a dorm room with a keg in the
background. Resident advisers
reported the post to housing,
and the residents were punished for having alcohol in their
rooms.
This punishment is justified
because it disciplined the illegal
act of storing alcohol in a dorm
room - not expression. However, it could set a dangerous
precedent of discipline for
Internet posts. which would ·
clearly damage the free nature
of Facebook and other such
sites.
It is vital for the Internet to
remain as open to all expression as possible because censoring various communication
diminishes the sites' purposes.
For example, Facebook is
intended to connect people
through a social network at
schools. For this to occur, open
and uncensored communica-

"No. That sounds
like something
Hitler or Stalin
would do to take
(away) the right
of freedom of
speech."
Brandon Wray
Junior, Paducah

"No, because T
don't think it is
their place to punish students for
online postings.'•

OPINION
Punishntent
could deter
online posts

Kilcoyne

1

Brett White
Sophomore, Hopkinsville

''No, because it is
not said directly
on University
grounds, and it is
a violation of the
First
Amendment.'•
LaunaWood
Senior, Jackson, lenn.

tion is a necessity. If people are
constantly worried about what
they post, some will be deterred
from using the site.
This will create a strain on
communication, which is never
positive. Though people will
not always agree with what others say, it is important they
continue to have the right to
voice controversial opinions.
If administrators at universities across the nation began
monitoring Facebook and other
social Web sites regularly, they
may be tempted to censor more
than just acts. They may be
tempted to censor speech with
which they disagree and punish
students accordingly. Tqis
would prevent students from
being able to express themselves and diminish interaction.
Though administrators have
not started searching sites for
offenses, many agree checking
complaints as reported will
occur. This seems acceptable
on the surface but could go too
far and resort to censorship.
As long as speech and other
forms of expression are not targeted, punishment like that at
NKU is acceptable. However,
officials should be very cautious not to cross the line into
trying to edit content to their
wishes.
Students who usc Facebook
or participate in other Internet

communication should use cau- nication, such as blogs, are eastion in the future and be aware ier for anyone to access without
their posts are public and many the
author's
permission.
people can fmd it. Facebook , Tho~gh censorship should not
does not open profiles to every- _occur in 1 th,~se areas. ..evenron~.
one, information is easy to find ,needs to r~main aware of what
with links between accepted they are saying online. After all, '
friends.
there is no way of knowing who
Also, other Internet commu- will be able to access it later.

Early awakening different this time around

''No because it is
a violation of
their freedom of
speech.'•

In My

Opinion

Armando Bartolo
oopnomore. Mayfield

Arnanda Von Kannei/The Ne ws
r
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JanetRobb
"So THERE I
WAS, DUMB·
STRUCK THAT
HAD SLEPT

I

THROUGH A
HORRlBLE TORNADO THAT

KILLED ABOUT

22

PEOPLE."

Every time I go home to
New Harmony, Ind., to visit
family and friends, I never
have a chance to sleep in.
Why?
Because Dad is an early riser
and believes everyone should
be up when the sun rises. So
every time I'm at home, I get
awakened promptly at 7 a.m.
This weekend was u little
difft•rcnt, though. Dad still
woke me up at 7 a.m., but with
something important to sny.
He told me there had been a
tornado in Newburgh, Ind.
around 2 a.m.
At first I thought he was kidding, but then he went on to
tell me my brother. a volunteer
firefighter for the New Hnrmony Fire Department, was posted in Wadesville, Ind., because
their fire department was dispatched to help with rescul! in
Vanderburgh and Warrick
Counties where the tornado
hit.
Dad, who is also a volunteer
firefighter, stayed in our district just in case there was a

fire or disaster in our area.
So there I was, dumbstruck
that I had slept through a horrible tornado that killed about
22 people and injured hundreds, with what seemed like
no warning whatsoever.
Then it dawned on me.
My best friend, Ashli, who I
have known since kindergarten, and her 1-year-old
daughter, Anzlee, my goddaughter, lived in Newburgh,
and for all 1 knew they were
under some rubble.
I stupidly called her, knowing phone lines and electricity
were out because of the storm.
But I didn't care because .all I
wanted to know was if they
were alright.
I never got through to her, so
1 called Red Lobster where she
works thinking maybe, just
maybe she had stayed somewhere else that night and was
at work.
I was wrong.
Luckily though, Ashli had
contacted the restaurant and
told them she and Anzlee were

alright and they were not hurt.
I felt a big weight lifted off
my shoulders a bit, but I still
wasn't OK.
I saw the destruction at Ellis
Pnrk Sunday on my way back
to Murray and was amazed at
the damage because it looked
so much more different in person than on the continuous
newscasts that day.
It was two days before I
heard from Ashli.
While my group was presenting in our Japanese culture
class Tuesday, my cell phone
rang. And while my classmates
laughed at me because my
phone was ringing, all I could
think about was if it was her.
When I saw the 'caller-ID
blocked' flash across the
screen, I knew it was Ashli.
The last 15 minutes of class
seemed like they stretched forever.
As soon as we were dismissed, I bolted out of the
room, cell phone in hand and
made my way downstairs
because I knew if something

was wrong, I would collapse
on the stairs.
I reached the Quad and
dialed her number. Sure
enough, after the usual four
rinss, Ashli answered the
phone.
The first words out of my
mouth were "Are you all right?'
She told me everyone was
fine and that their apartment
wasn't destroyed or even
touched by the tornado, but
only one short block away the
tornado had demolished a
church that was being built as
well as everything else on that
block.
I was speechless but glad
that she and Anzlee were fine.
Remarkably,
she
slept
through almost the entire
storm, but then again, she has
always been a deep sleeper.

Janet Robb is the Lifestyles Editor for The Murray State News.
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Sound system prevents
audience understanding
Sunday during the performance of
"The Secret Garden," aJI of the best
efforts of the cast with regards to
articulation, enunciation and clarity
of speech were defeated by an
improperly adjusted sound system.
This production suffered from the
absolute lowest quality sound reinforcement I have encountered at
Murray State.
The cast auditions for parts and is
expected to speak clearly and accurately follow the script. The musicians audition and are expected to
play proper notes and tempo on a
properly tuned instrument. There
seem to be no similar performance
standards for a sound reinforcement
operator.
A sound reinforcement system
should accurately reproduce the

original sound. The "Is it live, or is it
Memorex" commercials made this
point very well. There was no question in determining whether one was
hearing the actor or the sound reinforcement speakers at this play. The
sound from the speakers more closely resembled a Wal-Mart page. Sunday was the fourth performance. It
seems reasonable that someone
would have noticed and corrected
the poor quality sound by then.
Coming from the speakers, the
actors' voices were se\'erely distorted with greatly increased low frequency content. This low frequency
content did not enhance intelligibiUty of the voices. When this distorted
sound was heard in addition to direct
sound from the actor, the end result
was decreased intelligibility. '
Four basic questions that should
be asked, when judging sound reinforcement arc:

L Can everybody bear?
2. Can everybody understand?
3. Is it loud enough?
4. Is it too loud?
Several times the orchestra played
a high level which made it impossible
to even hear the actor's voice. We
were seated well back in the theater.
Citing the inverse square law for
radiation, which includes sound,
those seated in the first row would
have heard an even louder orchestra.
After suffering auditory assault
throughout the first act, we left.
We greatly enjoyed not sitting
through the second act.
We talked with a few other attendees. They all reported having problems understanding and hearing the
actors.
Larry Albert
retired University TV engineer
Murray
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School policy
discourages
learning
Since I recently retired from teaching
and moved back to Murray, I had hoped
to be able to sit in on a class just for the
intellectual stimulation. I am a Murray
State alumnus, with a master's degree and
numerous other class hours from there.
I am not seeking credit nor degree, but
I thought it would be nice to have some
dialogue and fellowship with others who
are interested in
knowledge and the
arts. I would certainly not prove a distraction of take up space
needed for paying
students.
To my surprise,
instructors, administrators and the Registrar's Office said that
University
official
policy prohibited my
casual attendance. I
was told in no uncertain terms that any
learning Murray State
"""-ir.;.;J....J might offer was "for
Ed Ellis
paying
customers
"THOUGH I NO only."
LONGER NEED
At $700 or more a
pop for simply auditMORE DEGREES ing a class, 1 am sure
OR ACADEMIC the University policy
· CREDIT, I
works well to disWOULD LIKE courage any intellecTO BE ABLE TO tual curiosity on the
part of people like me.
PARTICIPATE IN And it is purely a polTHE INTELLEC- icy designed to do
TUAL ATMOS- exactly that since no
PHERE OF MY legal statutes would
ALMA MATER." prohibit it. Only a
welcome mat would
be needed to implement such a policy.
In my mind, this policy goes directly
against what a University should stand
for, and I disdain the ignorance that is
connected at the hip with such a provincial policy. I'm sure.most instructors who
teach at Murray State agree with that sentiment. A public university is supposed to
educate the public.
I have spoken with several instructors
who were very apologetic for not being
able to accommodate me iti their'classes,
some obviously ashamed for having to
turn me away.
1 would like for the Board of Regents,
the administration and those representing the faculty and student body to
review this policy. Other schools across
the nation certainly try to encourage such
participation on the part of older citizens,
like myself.
At the age of 55, one can take classes for
academic credit at Iowa State for free. At
the University of Minnesota, the cost is
$10 per credit hour. Most major learning
institutions strive to accommodate.
At Murray State, however, the cost
without gaining academic credit is more
than $700. It is hard to find logic to this
policy. I can see only a mean-spirited attitude of greed and needless discouragement on the part of management.
As I said, though I no longer need more
degrees or academic credits, I would like
to be able to participate in the intellectual atmosphere of my alma mater.
If, however, this discouraging
demeanor is to persist, I will do all I can
as an alumnus to discourage contributions in any form to the University, as 1
would to any academic institution that.
tries to deny intellectual curiosity, and
thwart a person's desire to learn and
remain intellectually alive.
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Cell phone usage deters social interaction
I see crazy people all the
time. They walk around, seemingly normal only because we
see them everywhere, in a sizable minority. These people
are not dangerously insane by
any stretch of the imagination,
but they are annoying.
We've all seen them. Perhaps you're one of them. They
rush about talking to themselves. They don't speak on
subjects of great importance.
Rather, their conversations are
trite and banal, ranging from
health and people most other
folk won't know to plans for
the evening or equally frivolous subjects.
To those outside the mind of
the person in question, the
conversations yield no philosophical insights. The worst
thing one can do is approach
them, asking if they've had this
problem checked out.
They become confrontational, even belligerent and point
to small silver boxes that they
seem to have attached to their
head, trying to indicate that
there is another person in the
conversation, when in fact,
they are talking to thin air.
These people are everywhere,
talking to other people who
don't really exist.
OK, I'll stop being facetious.
However. do you see my
point?
Everywhere I go, someone is
on a cell phone chatting to
someone else miles away
about completely unimportant
stuff and relating stories of

In My

Opinion

Steven
Taylor
"EVERYWHERE
I GO, SOMEONE
IS ON A CELL
PHONE CHATTING AWAY TO
SOMEONE ELSE
MILES ABOUT
COMPLETELY
UNIMPORTANT
STUFF AND ...
WASTING TIME
THAT COULD BE
BETTER SPENT
ON PONDERING
OR ENJOYING
THE WORLD
AROUND
THEM/'

mediocre quality at best, wasting time that could be better
spent on pondering or enjoying the world around them.
Worst of all, they don't bother getting off the phone when
they reach an area of poor
reception, such as an elevator.
Rather they say, "''m in an elevator. I'M GOING TO SPEAK
UP NOW!" yelling into the
phone to make sure their asinine message gets through.
In effect, the folks who use
their cell phones often are
sending a signal to the world:
"My imaginary friend is more
important than the corporeal
beings around me, and I'm
bell-bent on showing them
more consideration than I'd
ever think about showing to
nearby people." It isn't just
annoying. It's downright rude.
Cell phones are perfect for
emergencies and important
matters, but the usage I see
daily is simply annoying. People neglect to turn them off for
class, showing their classmates
that their social lives are more
important than everyone else's
education. Cell phone users
speak on them while driving,
showing a blatant djsregard
for the lives of the others.
Perhaps worst of all, some
people use cell phones as
modes for personal expression
in their ring tones, turning otherwise fine music into midi
tlles, which sound at best like
the original song's retarded
bastard child.
Of course, any .rants about

technology's downsides are
usually dismissed, calling their
author a "Luddite," particularly when the technology in
question is one that is wellestablished and distributed.
No doubt, many of you who
waste hours of your life speaking into your little silver boxes
attached to your head are
thinking that right now. However, have you ever thought
about, just once, getting off the
phone and actually reaching
out to someone?
Are we so sad in this society
that we must speak with others
only when they can't see us? Is
it now considered taboo to nod
to someone, whether you
know him or not? Are you so
desperate for something to do
in that "empty'' time on the
way to class that you must fill
it with music or a friend's conversation, rather than pay
attention to the world around
you, acknowledge the existence of others and enjoy the
things to see, feel, touch, smell
and (sometimes) taste that
exist between your dorm and
your class?
Cell phones are useful and
incredible devices, but would
be nice if everyone could learn
to slow down, take in the
sights and show a bit more
compassion for their fellow
person.
The opposite of love is not
hate, but rather apathy. And
for all our cries of "Love conquers all" we seem to be showing a hell of a lot of apathy for

graphic by
Chia·Hung Chang!The News

the other living, breathing
human beings that are right
beside us and the amazing
beauty that exists in all things,
even such pedestrian sights as
a lamppost or cobblestone.
The time has come to get off
the phone, slow down, pay
attention and learn to enjoy
and respect the people around
us.

Steven Taylor is a sophomore
sociology major from Parkers
Lake.
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Attendance, studying necessary for higher education success
In My

Opinion

Tyler
Brown
"YOU HAVE TO
BE ABLE TO
STEP UP AND
INQUIRE AND
LET YOUR MINP
TRY TO
EXPLORE NEW
THINGS."

Freshman learns vital lessons
after first semester of college
When I ftrst came to Murray, l wasn't
sure what to expect. I knew things definitely weren't going to be like high
school, but how much different would
things be?
Well, I soon found out. First of all,
attendance is extremely important, as
I've learned. A lot of teachers will
deduct points off your final grade or
reduce your grade based on the number
of times you've missed.
So my best advice is know your professors' attendance policy, follow it and
only miss for extremely important reasons. What you have to understand is
that there is so much more to college life
than just the college classes and the hustle and bustle. There are also many awesome organizations you can get involved
with, including MSU TV-11 and National
Broadcasting Society, along with so
many unique and interesting people to
meet.
For pete's sake, this is probably one of

the few schools that I've been able to
walk into the offices of the TV-11 studios,
make a suggestion about a commentary
segment, then a few weeks later have my
own commentary segment called "the
Webmaster's Corner" on MSU Tonight.
Along with that, another opportunity
has come along. I will become the new
weatherman for TV-11 News. So many
broad and abundant opportunities, but
some of them aren't as obvious.
Sometimes you have to be able to step
up and inquire, and let your mind try to
explore new things and open people up
to new ideas. Now, don't get me wrong,
this ftrst semester hasn't been an easy
ride. l have freshman orientation once a
week at 8 a.m., and then I work 12 hours
a week. One morning a week, I help open
the library at the crack of dawn.
Some classes I've been struggling in,
but I believe all this struggling in the
flrst semester does not make me weaker.
It just shows I and anyone else can beat

the odds. A professor even told me that I
would have difficulty just based upon
my ACT Score, which was a 19.
I believe whether your ACT Score was
a 19 or 32, everyone who puts forth the
effort, can get what they want out of
their college career. Your college career
is only what you make it. If you make it
a party all the time and skip class, then
sayonara, because your survival rate in
college just dropped 89 percent.
You can study 24 hours a day and
seven days a week, get good grades, but
never have time for yourself. I've
learned there are a few non~classroom
essentials you need to keep yourself
going day in and day out.
Sleep is a No. 1 necessity for everyone.
I estimate about five hours of sleep a
night is needed to keep you on your feet
and at your best.
Friends are also a necessity to make it
through college. No matter how much
you fight, friends will get you through
some of the hardest of times.
A computer is the last necessity for
me. Though it is nice to complete homework in your room, it is a requirement
for a second reason - entertainment.
You can use one to play games and chat

with friends after a hard day of class,
work and whatever else it is you do.
Mind you, these don't guarantee success. They just propel you in that general direction. If you really want to succeed, take time to study.
It could be just 30 minutes to an hour
each day. Multiplied times five days,
that's a good two and a half to five hours
per week. If you use just an hour or two
each day on the weekends, that would
give you a good four and a half to nine
hours a. week.
Good reviewing includes things as
small as scanning previous tests and
quizzes to see what you got wrong, so
you can get it right next time.
I wish everyone the best of luck in the
remainder of this semester with their
finals, and enjoy your holiday breaks

Tyler Brown is a freshman electronic
media major from Louisville.
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Public hearing planned for Dec. 5
JacqueUne Jordan
Assistant News Editor

ColleKe Courts
Andrea Chapm.mffhc Nf!WS

William Wilkins (left), Thomas Jenkins (middle) and
Don Weaver (right) work on the road Tuesday.
and dump trucks cvei)•where."
Ferguson said she has to
allow for extr:t time when she
drives through the area, and it
does not seem like much
progress is being made.
"There's a structure which
resembles a bridge. but other
than that they're just pushing
dirt around," Ferguson said.
Kcith Todd. from the Kentucky Department ofHighwuys.
snid the section is expected to
be completed by August 2007.
After that, constntction on the
section twu, which begins in
Farmington, should start.
Tim Choatl' s:1id the departmcnt has been cooperating with
the U.S. Forest Service to make
the road • environmentally
sound.
"We've cooperated with the

Forest Service and the Federal
Highway Administration hy
working together to come up
with a context sensitive design
that takes into account the
unique character of the LBL and
countryside along the route,"
Choate said.
The plan will also make usc
of aesthetic concrete treatment
for the bridges.
"The route will include a separatc hike and bike path from
Aurora to Cadiz that runs paral·
lei to the main roadway."
Choate said. "Through the l.BL.
it will take hikers and bikers out
through the woodlands away
from the roadway to help
enhance their outdoor eJ.:pcri·
ence. East of I.ake Barkley. it
will run adjacent to the road·
way on into Cadiz."

New center promises enhancement
Staft' Report
Officials announced a new
International center Thursday.
which they said will enhance
economic development and
advance education.
"This is a really unique
opportunity for our University,
for Western Kentucky and for
the Commonwealth of Kentucky," University President F.
King Alexander said.
Alexander said Murray State
would be the first university in
the state to have a branch of the
Kentucky World Trade Center.
He said the center would
"become a catalyst and a foun-

In appreciation for the incredible amolUlt of

time and effort tbat they contribute to the
success of our residents, the Housing Office
of Mumty State would like to take this
opportunity to recognize the Resident Advisers
who live and work in our colleges:

jjordan@thenews.org

As progress on U.S. 68/Ky. 80
continues, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's Department
of Highways plan to hold a public hearing about the reconstruction at 5 p.m. Dec. 5 in
meeting room A at Kcnlake
State Resort Park at Aurora.
Tim Choate, district one
branch manager for pre-construction, said in a press release
the public hearing will give the
public a chance to become
more knowledgeable about the
project.
According to the Department
of Transportation press release,
the new highway is an effort to
improve safety. enhance transportation and promote economic development in southern
Kentucky.
U.S. 68/Ky. 80 is expected to
be built in about five sections.
including- new bridges across
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley. Choate said the project
also includes improvements
through the land Between the
Lakes to the Cadiz bypass.
Construction on the first section of the project, which runs
from U.S. 641 to Mayfield. has
already began.
Jessica Ferguson, junior from
Mayfield. said her parents'
house is near the construction,
and it is inconvenient.
"It's a pain, really," Ferguson
said. "I have to stop and wait aU
the time. There are flag people
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dation of support" throughout
Western Kentucky. It will
nchicve this by helping busi·
nesscs interact with global
economies, he said.
''Our region has been hurting
for quite sometime," Alexander
said. "Murray has had its share
of lost companies and lost businesses."
He !laid Kentuckians have a
unique opportunity to tic ceonomic opportunities to academic success.
ProvoSl Gary BrockWay said
the center "fits in with the University's mission statement.
He said the University is
committed to international edu-

cation and economic growth.
"We will be fulfilling both of
those objectives of our mission
statt'mcnt," Brockway said.
He also said it would create
"a very strong partnership"
between the University and the
offices in Louisville and I.exing·
ton.
Former Kentucky Governor
Martha Layne Collins said it
will take a team of individuals
that combine government, edu·
cation and business skills in
order for the center to be successful.
Said Collins: "l think the
future for Kentucky is International.''
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Gloria's World Village prepares to relocate
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstoTll!jield@thenews.org

''What is the significance
of Nov. ll?"

Nov. 11 is Veterans Day
What you said:
"It was the day Kennedy was
shot?"
Jamie Lemmonds
sophomore
from Kent City, Mich.

"I have no clue."

Kelly Tyler
senior from Cadiz
"Veterans Day. And my grandparent's anniversary."
Hillarie Shlleds
freshman from Bardstown
"Isn't it Veterans Day or something like that?"
Anna Brewer
senior from Paducah
"It's Veterans Day?"
Ashley Boyd
junior from Mayfield
"It's Veterans Day. Some treaty to
end World War I was signed at 11
a.m. on Nov. 11 in, I think, 1918."
Claire Baugh
senior from Madisonville
"WWI ended with the signing of
the armistice and is observed
Veterans Day."
Brent Norsworthy
junior from Murray

Correct answers: 8
Wrong answers: 2

A local grocery and restaurant
owner hopes to move and expand her
business by next week.
Gloria's World Villagc,located next
to Murray State's campus at 214 15th
St., will relocate down the street. Glo·
ria Shull, owner of Gloria's said the
business will move to the building
once occupied by On A Personal Note
once the sale of the house doses.
Immediately after Shull saw the for
sale sign in front of the house at 124
15th St., she called to set up an
appoinrment.
''We wanted to see it the next day,"
she said. ''We were the very first peo·
ple to see it."
By Wednesday, Shull had prepared
to move her international grocery
items to the new location.
Shull bas hlgh hopes for the new
location of Gloria's World Village, she
said, but is waiting for the sale of the
bouse to close.
"(There are) so many things we're
unsure of," she said. "We have a lot of
ideas, but we're not sure we can use
all of them."
After Shull purchased Mr. Ed's
Campus Grill thls summer, the restau-

rant incorporated more international
cuisine alongside burgers and fries.
With the new location for Gloria's
World Village restaurant, she would
like Mr. Ed's to return to its roots, she
said.
"It makes it kind of awkward to
have two restaurants in one building,"
she said. '
~lans for the house on 15th Street
include dividing the downstairs in
half, one side for the international
restaurant and the other for the grocery, Shull said. She would like to
incorporate private dining areas
upstairs.
"Hopefully the service will stay the
same," she said. "I think people will
like that."
With the new grocery location,
Shull hopes to expand her selection of
international foods to keep her customers content.
"Our place isn't like places like
(Wal-Mart)," Shull said. "Our customers like it. They said it has a lot of
personality."
Though Murray State students visit
Gloria's World Village, Shull said
most of her customers are not stu·
dents. In fact, many customers come
from up to two hours away, she said.
"No one else in western Ken tucky
has our assortment of things," she

Misty

Gloria's World Village, a local grocery and restaurant, plans to
move to the buildlng On a Penonal Note once occupied.
said. "I don't know anyone that has
that combination ... even in a large
city. It seem(s) even more unusual
when it is small."
Many Gloria's customers are
plca.c;cd she has indicated an interest
in the house, including the current
owners of the building, who also frequent Gloria's, ShuU said.

..There's a lot of people in town
who really love old buildings and
want to keep it restored,'' she said. "I
think (the owners) really want us to
have it."
Kathy Kopperud, of Kopperud
Realty, the real estate agent assigned
to the house, and said she expects the
sale to close today or Monday.

Local veterans observe holiday with parade, speaker
Roc:kelle Gray
Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.or

National and local even ts are
scheduled today to hon or U.S. service men and women in observance
ofVeterans Day.
National Veterans Awareness
Week began Nov. 6 and ends today.
Arlington National Cemetery in
Arlington, Va. will host its tradi·
tional ceremony today.
Paducah will host its annual Vet·
eran s Day parade through its downtown district. The parade will
began at 11 a.m.
A Vete rans con cert w ill take
place at 7 p.m in th e Paducah T ilgh·
man auditoriu m. The Paducah Con·
cer t Band, the Paducah Jazz Ensemble and other local talent, will be
performing during the concert.
Trudy Mcfarlane, executive
director of Glendale Place in Mur·
ray, said they celebrate Veterans
Day differently every year.
"We placed an ad in the newspa·
per to thank and honor our Veter·

file photo

Charles Johnson (veteran)(left), Harold Kllenhoffer (center)
and Arthur Ebericlt (veteran) have dinner at Glendale place.
ans," Mcfarlane said. "The veterans' pictures were in the ad along
with the hats they adorn during
their time in the armed services."
She said last year, Mr. Ed Harrell,
a retired Navy veteran, came to the
Glendale Place and testified about

his experience in the armed forces.
Harrell was trapped on the USS
Indianapolis when a torpedo" sank
the ship on July 26, 1945.
Nearly 900 of those aboard the
ship d rowned, with Harrel amon g
the 316 survivors, according the

USS Indianapolis Web site.
"This year, the National Guard
will be coming," McFarlane said.
Sh e said they will be replacing
their current American flag and
raising a new one on their flag pole.
T he National Guard ceremony will
take place at U:45 p.m.
Glendale Place veterans will also
be able to attend today's parade.
"It means a lot to them," McFarlane said.
She said the Veterans are always
excited abou t t he Veterans Day
events.
"Just knowing we have plans for
them during the day gets them
excited," McFarlane said.
Arlington National Cemete ry in
Arlington, Va. will host its trad ition al ceremony today.
The event will start at 11 a.m. EST
and a wreath will be laid at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
Arlington National Cemetery is
the final resting p lace for many former pr esidents. justices. astronauts,
and thousands of deceased service
men and women.

In 1918, on the 11th bOur of the
1 :t th day In the 11th month, the

Keynote Address
LaJuana

Wilcher
Kentucky Secretary o f the Environmenta l
and Public Protection Cabinet (EP PC )

5:30 p.m.
Freed Curd Auditorium

world reJoiced ;~net celebrated. After
lour years of bitter war, an armistice
was signed. This day was proclaimed
Armistice Day, and it was hoped that
this would be the t'war to en.d all
wars,,. but it wasn't. Thirty-six years
and two wars later, President Eisenhower signed a bill proclalmtng Nov.
11 as Veteran' s Day to honor all
those who have served America.

Thank You for Everything
...
.
.
They were called to serve,
they never asked why.
They fought for freedom for you and I.
Their family and friends
were left behind.
Their goal was peace for all mankind.
Fighting for liberty and justice for all.
Some lived to see it,
but some did
. fall
Each one risked their life,
so freedom could ring.
Thank you for everything!
-Unknown

Sa
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Students could face penalties for inappropriate material
Stefanle Davenport
Contributing Writer
Murray State students who
frequent Facebook may need
to be cautious when posting
pictures or other revealing
material. Someone may report
them.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Mfairs, said
Murray State does not plan to
regularly monitor the Web
site.
"If someone reported something, we would obviously look
into it," Robertson said.
Northern Kentucky University also does not monitor
Facebook. However, four NKU
students received university
code of conduct violations
after posting an incriminating
photo on Facebook, a selfdescribed "online directory
that connects people through
social networks at schools."
The picture depicted the stu-

dents in their dorm room with
a keg in the background. RAs
saw the picture and reported
them to administrators.
Pete Trentacoste, associate
director of University Housing, said the administrators
would not have known about
the picture if it bad not been
brought to their attention.
"As administrators, we really
don't go on Facebook." Trentacoste said. "We are not trying
to be the Internet police."
Trentacoste
and
Don
Robertson said they are hardly
even familiar with Facebook
and have never personally visited the site.
"I don't think it's a policy
issue.'' T rentacoste said.
"However, just because it's
technology doesn't mean it's
not part of the realm of what
happens on campus."
Don Robertson agreed.
.
"But (creating a policy) is
.not something I see us doing."

photo illustration by Andrea Chilpman/The New~

Students who post reveallag pictures or information
on Facebook may be reported to the University.
Robertson said.
The NKU students were
punished with one-year oncampus probation. $50 fines
and were forced to take a class

on the dangers of binge drink·
ing. According to NKU's
online Alcohol and Drug
Abuse policy, the university
prohibits alcohol on campus.

Don Robertson said if a similar incident happened on this
campus, the student would be
brought in to tell his/her story.
''If it was a first offense, the
student would probably get a
warning," Robertson said.
"RemovaJ from their residential college could follow. It
depends on the situation."
Trentacoste said the NKU
students were allowed to tell
their story before they were
punished.
"We took into account that
the situation is being seen second hand," Trentacoste said.
''We talked to the students
first. A picture doesn't necessarily mean it happened.''
Murray State students said
they are happy college administrators do not monitor Facebook.
"I do not think the school
was justified in punishing
them.'' said Chris Podunajec,
sophomore from Lincoln, Ul. "I

don't think it is their right to
infringe on what we have on
Facebook, which is our personal place to meet people and
express ourselves."
Charissa Acree, junior from
Fulton, said Facebook is a program independent of the Uni·
versity.
"It isn't sponsored by one
particular college or university," Acree said. "If a school did
reserve the right to punish students for their pictures or
Facebook content, the students
should be given due warning."
Trentacostc wants students
to remember this situation i:.
about more than Facebook.
"Students should be aware
that the Internet is Jiabk• to be
seen by employers,'' Trcntacoste said. "You need to be
careful of the kinds of pictures
you put of yourself on the computer. Hardly anyone hires
someone
without
first
'googling' their name first!'

Speaker
debates
scientific
thought
Stefanle Davenport
Contributing Writer
Students who attended the
program, "The Origin of Life"
on Wednesday expected to
hear Jason Lisle speak on the
topic of creationism, but Mike
Riddle had to flll his shoes at
the last minute.
Lisle, an astrophysicist from
northern Kentucky, ·was not
able to attend because of an illness.
Riddle, a :;peaker and educator with an extensive background in math and technology, believes strongly in creationis~. but that has not
always been the. case.
"I was an evolutionist until I
was
30
yearsold," Riddle said. "It wasn't
until I started reading the Bible
that I saw incompatibilities
with the (evolutionist) theories."
He said he believes faith sets
him apart in scientific beliefs
from the evolutionists.
"I would never attack another's ideas," Riddle said. "Science is based on the exchange
of ideas."
He said scientists who
believe in evolution cannot
give clear answers to questions.
Some questions are how did
life originate, how did
dinosaurs exist and how did
photosynthesis originate.
"They try to give facts, but
you can see through their stories.'' Riddle said.
Evolutionists and abiogenesists believe life came from
non-life. Creationists believe
life stems from a higher power.
One of Riddle's main points
was on the complexity of the
celL He compared the cell to a
computer and pointed out that
a computer did not just exist by
chance, so a cell, which is more
complex than a computer,
could not have happened by
chance either.
Riddle explained scientific
theories from scientists at
schools like Harvard and Col- ·
orado State University, and
also used valid sources to back
up his assertions.
He also refuted some main
ideas from creationists, such as
the belief our world is constantly decaying, and therefore,
in contradiction with part of
the second law of thermodynamics.
He said both the Bible and
the theory of evolution require
faith.
"My job is to give information, not change anyone's
mind," Riddle said. "Your job is
to evaluate it and check it out."
He is not in favor of having
creationism taught in schools.
"Keep science in the classroom and leave faith somewhere else.'' Riddle said.
He bas been giving speeches
on creationism for 25 years.
"If I tell you only part of the
evidence and you believe it,
you have not been taught," Riddle said. ''You have been indoctrinated. If I tell you all of the
evidence, you have been
taught."
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Ringtones for $2.49 rextcodeto 38
Title

Ted Code

My Humps • Black Eyed Peas

141001

Hustler's Ambition • 50 Cent

141002

Stay Fly • Fall Out Boy

141003

Run ttl - Chris Brown

141004

Hn we GoAQI*l (feat Kll~ b1lnd) - rma 141005

We Be Bumln' (Legalize It) - Sean PaW

141006

I'm Sprung .. T-Paln

141007

Girt Tonlte ~eat Trey Songz) • Twlata 141008

Games &Apps for as low as $3.99* rext code to

Don't Cha - Puaaycat Dolls
Play · David Banner

i'
aa

141009
141010

I'm a lOng (feat T.l. and U' ~ • PSC 141011

Reggaeton Latino- Don Omar

141011

Sugar,we're Going Down · Fall Out Boy 141012

Soul Survivor • Young Jeezy

141013

Gold Digger • Kanye West

141014

141040

141041

141047

141042

141048

141050

141055

141058

141061

141062

tmg ~ 0011't Keep Wallk1g For'ttq • Mldcml 141 016

WelCome to Jamrock .. Damian Mar1ey 141017

141018

Ughtera Up - Ul' Kim

141019

Back Then • Mike Jones

141020

Back In Black • ACJDC
Shake tt Off - Mariah carey

141021
141022

Stewle'a sexy Party • FamilY Guy

141023

Slow Wind - R. Kelly

141024

't
I'm N Luv (Wit a Strlppe~ • T-Paln

141025

MY Hood • Young Jeezy

141027

Feel Good Inc. • Gorlllaz

141028

141000

141043

141044

141045

_,...

141015

Jesus of Suburbia • Green Day

II
m• •
•
141051

141052

141067

141058

141063

141065

141053

141066

Graphics for $1.99 rext COde to
141080

141061

Bad B*tch • Webble
141069

141088

..

141062

141083

~J ~
141090

141091

•

141064

141(ll5

141086

141067

141092

141093

141094

~
141085
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Rookie runner
taking speed
to regiOnal
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Women's cross country 'team member
Alaina Zanin will continue her stellar
freshman season as the lone Murray State
representative in Saturday's NCAA
Regional.
East Carolina University in Greenville,
N.C., will host the meet, and for Zan in this
represents the ideal freshman experience.
"At the beginning of the season we all
sat down and had a goal-planning session," Zanin said. "If I could have the perfect season, this would be it to go to
regionals."
The race will be a 6K, which is 1,000
meters more than Zanin is used to running in a normal women's collegiate cornpetition. However, Zanin came into her
college career having not run a SK
because she only ran 4K in high school.
Despite the jump in
distance, Zanin said
she has looked at last
year's
times
~d
thinks she can place in
the top half of the
race.
"Last year, there
were about 180 runners, and just placing
me by my time and
other runners I've
gone up against this
year, if I have a good
Alaina
race 1 think l can be in
the top 80," Zanin
Zanin
said. "I've never ran a
Cross country
6K in my life, but then
runner
again I had never ran a
5K before, so we'll see what happens."
Running a new distance in college did
not slow down Zanin as she was the leadIng runner for the women's team in every
race thi!i season. She won the TennesseeMartin Invitational Oct. 1 and finished
18th out of 80 runners in the Olilo Valley
Conference Championship Oct. 29.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said he
knew Zanin would be strong in her first
year, but he did not know she would be
the No. 1 runner on the team.
"Our goal for her was to allow her to be
healthy for the entire year.'' Chavis said.
"I knew she bad a lot of potential and
wanted to work bard. We didn't get to the
point where she was getting injured."
Chavis said a women's runner has not
competed in the NCAA Regional in at
least five years. and Zanin deserves a
chance to compete.
"She finished 18th in the conference and
was one of the best runners in the conference," Chavis said. "I thought she
deserved another shot to go against the
top athletes in the region. I think she is
truly one of the best runners our region
has to offer."
The rest of the women's and men's
cross country team have a couple weeks
off before they begin training for the
indoor track season, but Zanin will continue her workouts alone.
She sometimes docs her long runs with
Assistant Coach Greg Storm, but when
she has speed workouts on the track it is
just her and the red running surface at
Roy Stewart Stadium. Zanin said her
roommate, freshman runner Kristen
Heckert, sometimes asks if Zanin wants
some company.
"Kristen will be like, 'Do you want me
to run with you,' and I'U tell her no that
it's her time off." she said. "(The team) is
really proud of me though, and I really
miss them."
Zan in wW leave at 3 in the morning Friday for Greenville with Chavis to get
there by noon and take a look at the
course. She's planning on getting plenty
of sleep to make sure she has enough
energy for the race, and after the race she
will finally get time off her body desperately needs.
"I'm glad just because my legs hurt so
bad," Zanin said. "If I run anymore, I'll
probably get in)ured. I'm going to do
cross training stuff, and I'll probably be
jumping 2round after two days."

photos b)· Rashod TayiOf/ The News

Junior guard Trey Pearson guards sophomore forward Jamie Jackson in the Racers 59-53 w in over Bellarmlne Saturday night.

Regular season 1 week away
Nathan Clinkenbeard
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Sports Eclitor

With the all-star teams gone in
Division I college basketball because
of a rule prohibiting schools from
sdieoulifig Uiem lD eiChit:iition contests, Head Coach Mick Cronin can
honestly say he is thrilled with what
the NCAA has done.
Cronin's pleasure with the governing body of collegiate sports comes
after his Racers received an exhibition test from the Bcllarmine
Knights, winning 59·53 Saturday
night at the Regional Special Events
Center.
"This is why you don't play the
VASDA All-Stars," Cronin said.
"You get a dose of reality. Bellarmine is well-coached and physical, and l think that is something we
strUggled with last year ... I think the
best rule the NCAA made was not
letting us play club teams anymore.
This way we approach it as if we
have two home court openers."
Junior forward Shawn Witherspoon led all scorers with 17 points
on 7-of-12 shooting from the floor.
Witherspoon connected on two 3pointers, pulled down five rebounds
and had four assists in 30 minutes of
playing time.
The Knights , took the lead four
times in the first half and were up by
nine with 3:58 remaining. Witherspoon hit an inside jumper, and
freshman guard Tyler Holloway
buried two of his three 3-pointers to
bring the Racers within one. Holloway fwished with nine points on
his only field goals of the game.
Bellarmine increased the lead to
three before senior forward Issian
Redding was fouled shooting a three.
Redding made all three of his free
throws to send the Racers into overtime.
Witherspoon said he thought
some positive things came out of the
game but there were also some negatives. He said it was good to go up
against a team who had been together for a while.
"Most times traveling teams have
guys who are only together for one
year,'' Witherspoon said. "These
guys (Bellarmine) have seniors, .and

,lh
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nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Cincinnati
game tlcketa
atlll available
6 p.m. Nov. 19

at Fifth T h ird Arena
$22 for each ticket
Go to MSU box ofllce
at the RSEC

Senior center Pearson
and Bellarmine's senior center
Montonio Blake (right) watch as a ball goes out ofbounds. Griffith had eight points and hauled In eight rebo unds in the win.
they have been together as a team assisted Witherspoon on a onehanded dunk.
for a while."
Bellarmine tied the game with 12
In the second half, the Racers
made a conscious effort to go inside minutes to go but could not get a
to senior center Pearson Griffith, lead the entire second half. The
and be made it pay off scoring six Knights shot 63 percent in the first
points and grabbing six rebounds in • half and cooled off in the second,
the second half.
shuoting 36 percent.
Witherspoon also broke his scorGuard Matt Miller led the visitors
ing open the second half as he nailed with 13 points on 5-of·7 shooting.
a jumper to put the Racers ahead for Mlller had three of the nine Bel·
good with 17:11 to go in the game. A larmine 3-pointers.
Senior forward Kyle Thrasher
few seconds later, on a Bellarmine
turnover. senior guard Keith Jenifer scored 11 points on 4-of-7 shooting,

and junior guard Marcus Flynn had
seven points and led the team with
sLx assists. More than half of the Bellarmine attempted field goals were
three-point shot~.
Bellarmine Head Coach Scott Davenport said the University and community ~hould be proud of its team,
head coach and facilities.
"This is great for our kids," Davenport said. "It's great to come here to
this super arena. (Cronin) walked
me through here, and this is a place
the city of Murray should be proud
of.''
Issian Redding had eight points in
16 minutes off the bench, and he was
4-of-:5 from the free throw line. Murray State outrebounded the Knights
by 3 and forced 15 turnovers.
The Ohio Valley Conference Preseason Player of the Year, junior
guard Trey Pearson, had four points
as he battles a case of pinkeye. However, Pearson did not want to make
any excuses for his poor shooting
nighL
"People always have off nights,''
Pearson said. "Just cause it's the frrst
game, you can't make excuses. 1 had
shots I should have made out there."
Murray State took on Christian
Brothers University Thursday night
at the RSEC in the team's final exhibition game before the Nov.l9 opener with Cincinnati. Results were not
available at presstime.

The Sports Line...
Murray State Events

TV Events
Tonight: ESPN2 @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Rutgers at Louisville

Sunday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.
MLS Cup Finals
Los Angeles vs. New England

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Auburn at Georgia

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Browns at Steelers

...

Saturday: Volleyball @ 2 p.m.
Dave Aaron Arena
Murray State at Austin Peay

Saturday: Football @ 3 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Austin Peay at Murray State

Thursday: Football @ 7 p.m.
Hardy M. Graham Stadium
Murray State at Tennessee-Martin
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Owens fails
to recognize
concept of team
If I could pick one role model in the
NFL. I think I'd take Terrell Owens. That
is if the role is being a selfish jerk.
I'm goin~ to be hypocritical right now
because I am sick and tired of the media
publicity surrounding this character, y~t I
am going tu devote several hundred words
to the moron.
He makes me sick tv be honest, and it is
truly sad that somt·one as talented as him
has alienated himself from a game he has
dominated. He wore out his welcome in
San Francisco, he wore it out in Phlladdphia, and I think sume would agree he's
worn it out in the NFL period.
The heck with
J.O. Drew Battery
Day.
I
think
Philadelphia needs
to get tog.:ther and
organize a Terrell
Owens Battery Day.
l'm not talking
about throwing AA
batteries, I'm thinking maybe they
should usc car batteries.
While the Eagles
didn't handle tfll'
Nathan
Owens
situation Clinkenbeard
correctly when it
S rts Ed'
po
ttor
first surfaced, they
have certainly handled it well since. They
don't want T.O. anymore, and when he
and his worm agent Drew Rosenhaus held
a pathetic "I'm sorry, please let me play so
I can be paid" press conference Eagles
management answered all the inevitable
questions in Mach ~. Apology or no apology, they don't want him back.
Resides, who apologizes from the safety
of his own lawn. T.O. is a physical specimen, yet he doesn't have the spine to walk
into the locker room, look each one of his
teammates in the eyes and say he's sorry.
Arc you telling me going across the middle
with a safety sizing you up isn't as scary?
Every team knows they are taking a
chance with Owens, and there is a good
possibility he will be on an NFL roster by
the end of the season, barring the Eagles
release him. He's never going to get top
dollar, and he'd be extremely lucky to ever
hear the words multi·year contract.
It'~ a risk to take on .his attitude and
l')ehavior, but there is no denying his ability (m the football field. He recently
scored his IOOth career touchdown, and
even without a threat at the Eagles' second
wide receiver position, Owens has put up
mind-boggling numbers. lie obviously
works hard on the football field, but it's a
real sh"mc he can't work just as hard off it.
If anybody should be wary of taking
Owens for their team it should be every
NFL quarterback. '1'.0. threw Jeff Garcia
under the bus, even suggesting he was
homosexual, and now he has thrown
Donovan McNabb under the moving
wheels twice.
It looked so promising for Eagle:; fans
with the thought of McNabb to Owens
becoming a recurring theme for years to
come. Maybe when T.O. broke his leg
against the Cowboys during last season it
snapped something in his mind to turn
ag;tinst the Eagles. Whatever broke hasn't
been fixed since.
There were contract disputes after one
yt•ar of Owens' seven-year contract. He
thought he deserved more money, but the
Eagles wouldn't back down.
Owens has said in interviews that MeN·
abb was tired at the end of the Super Bowl
causing his poor play. Then he said Brett
Favre could have the Eagles undefeated
this season becau!ie of what he brings to
the table and his warrior ment::~lity. Last
time I checked McNabb has been playing
through an agonizing abdomin<JI injury
the entire season. I'd classify that as being
a warrior.
Owens isn't sorry for wh:-~t he's done to
the Eagles, to McNabb or anybody else.
He wants his money Jnd he is desperate to
' find a way to get it. It's all about me, me.
me to Terrell Owens.
There may be no I in team, but to T.O.
there is definitely an M and an E.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
Tht' Murray State News. E·mail comments
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard~thr:new.s.org

Murray State's soccer team saw its
season come to a dramatic close Friday. when it ·Jost to evl!ntual OVC
champion Samford, 4-3, on penalty
kicks in Charleston, Ill.
In a defensive masterpiece. the
two teams battled to a 0-0 tie after
llO minutes of play, before Samford
moved on to the championship game
in a shootout.
The Racers and Samford are
strong defensive teams and coupling
that with tournament conditions
made it a hard day for the offenses.
"If you look at any other tournament games, goals are always harder
to come hy than in the regular season," said Mike MinieUi, head coach.
The bumpy field conditions at
1-':.tstern Illinois also made it difficult
for the offenses, Minielli said.
The young Racers finished uff a
season in which they recovered
from a miserable start to set a Murray State record for consecutive
wins and advance to the OVC semifinals.
"When we look back on videotape,
if's like two different teams," Miniclli said. "Back in the spring, we knew
it was going to be tough coming out
of the gates, but it just nil came
together for us. We peaked at the
right time and played our best soccer in the conference tournament."
Against the Bulldogs, the Racers
had some opportunities to score in
the first half but could not capitalize.
Murray State survived an onslaught
of nine Samford shots in the second
half, as both defenses held tough.
The Racers were out shot 15-4, and
Samford earned six corner kicks to
the Racers' tivc. Junior goalkeeper
Heather Jones secured four saves in
llO minutes of play and Samford
goalie Cayley Winters saved one.
The teams played two IO·minute
overtimes after regulntion had
ended. The Racers did not get a shot
off in either overtime period, and
Samford shot three in the second
overtime.
In the shootout, the Racers sent
~enior Lisa P£eiffer, freshman Krista
l.lewellyn, sophomore Jen Nowak,
freshman Rebekah Clay and sophomore Laura Oppcgard. Murray State
called on junior goalkeeper Annie
Fortier after Jones had played the
entirety of the game.
"Annie has been good in shootouts
in practice,'' Miniclli said. "Heather
was little bit dead as far as her legs.
The four shots that went in, there
wasn't a keeper on earth that was

nrc photo~
Sophomore defender and mldfielder Lauren Granger kicks the ball past two Eastern Illinois
defenders. The Racers fell to Samford 4-3 in the OVC semifinals to end the season.
going to save those. They were just
well-shot."
Samford took the lead on the ftrst
kick as Rebecca Bohler fired a shot
past Fortier, but the Racers
answered on the first kick, as Pfeiffer scored to tie the game.
I.lewellyn and Samford's Sara
Geiger both made their shots to keep
the score knotted up at 2·2. Shay
Helmbock scored for Samford, but
Nowak missed and hit the left post,
which gave Samford a 3-2 advantage.
Samford's Devon Paris then made
her goal to give the Bulldogs a 4-2
lead, but Clay scored and Fortier
saved a shot by Marian Wager, making the score 4-3 and giving the Racers and l.nura Oppegard one l::ist
chance to tie the shootout.
With the pressure on, Winters
deflected Oppegard's shot, and Samford advanced to the OVC Tournament championship. The Bulldogs
went on to defeat Eastern Illinois, 10, in front of a national TV audience,
winning its first ever OVC Tournament.
F.ven though Samford advanced,
the final score of the game officially
remains 0·0, with a note that Samford won in a shootout. The Racers
beat Samford in the rL>gUiar season
and, officially, tied them in the tournament.
"Samford didn't bt•at us this year

sst

and they're going to the NCAA
Tournament," Minielli said. "Even
thou~h you kind of have an empty
feeling, you also know you took the
top team in the conference and they
couldn't beat you."

The Racers were left to wonder
what might have been and look forward to next season with a junior
and sophomore dominated team.
Five seniors from the Racers graduate this season.

I

Tommy Dillard
Staff Writer
tdillard@thenews.org

file photo

Junior out side hitter Allie Hunt
hit s the ball over the n et.

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p .m. - 5 p.m.

•

Sopho more Jen Now ak prepares to kick as a d efender watches.

Racers travel to face Austin Peay
for league's final tournament spot

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

.
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Racers fall in shootout in OVC semifinals

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
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It's that time of year for the
Racer women's volleyball team the time when every game counts
and losing means watching the
OVC Tournament rather than
playing in it.
The Racers tr3vel to Clarksville,
Tenn. tomorrow to take on Austin
Peay in the final game of the season, which will likely determine
the postseason fates of both
squads.
The Racers, Austin Pcay and
Samford arc battling for the sixth
and final spot in the OVC Tournament. Murray State defeated Samford last weekend in a crucial contest that gave the Racers a tiebreak
advantage over Samford if the two
teams fi nish with the same record.
If the Racers defeat TennesseeMartin on Thursday and Austin
Peay on Saturday, they will automatically gain a berth into the
tournament.
If the Racers lose to UT-Martin,
it must beat Austin Peay in three
games to gain the berth.

Results of the Tennessee-Martin game were not available at
press time.
"There is a lot of pressure on
these young ladie~. and this is a
great opportunity for them to
learn how they will handle that,"
said Dave Schwepker, head coach.
Last weekend, t~e Racers gained
a split in the state of Alabama,
beating Samford but taking a loss
at Jacksonville State. On Friday,
Murray State defeated Samford in
a gritty five-game conte:;t, 3-2.
The Bulldogs won the first
game. 30·22, bcfl,re the Racers
took the following two. 30·26 and
30-27. Samford won the fourth
game, 30-24, forcing a deciding
fifth game, which the Racers won

15-8.
Freshman Alison Mugler led the
Racers with 20 kills, 24 digs and
two aces. Freshman libero
Heather Norris had 24 digs. Norris
led the OVC in digs last week and
was 12th in the nation.
Junior Holly Jansen and freshman Lisa Forchee each had 13 kills.
Junior Katie Kemczys had a
match-high seven blocks while
Jansen added five. Freshman

Kelsey Hubert led the Racers in
assists with 60.
"The thing I think is awesome
about this team is they knew we
had to win, and even though we
were kind of in a funk as a team,
they pulled it off," Schwepker
said.
Jacksonville State swept the
Racers in three games, 30-13, 30·17,
.~0-26. Saturday. The Gamecocks
hit with a .667 percentage in the
first ~arne compared to the Racers'
.127 attack percentage.
Jansen led the Racers with 13
kills. Norris and Mugler added 14
and 13 digs, respectively. Hubert
dished out 29 assists,
"We could have passed and set
and hit better," Schwepker s:1id.
"We didn't play well, and the girls
know it. Jacksonville State is better than we arc right now, but
that's no excuse for the scores we
had in the first two games."
After leading the NCAA in digs
per game for five straight weeks,
the Rnccrs lost the top spot last
week, as Eastern Illinois took over
first with 19.94 dpg. The Racers
arc in second with 19.81.
Gmne time is 2 p.m. Saturday.
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Deer hunters
preparmg
for new season
•

Rashod Taylor/The News

Senior running back Nick Turner slips on the turf trying to make a cut in the Racers• 43-7 loss to Eastern Kentucky Saturday.

Govs coming for non-conference matchup
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@ thenttws.org

Throughout the season, opposing
offenses have caused Murray State
problems defensively and the trend
continued Saturday as the Racers
hosted Eastern Kentucky and its
high potent offense.
The Racers' defense, ranked last
in the OVC in yards alJowed per
game, surrendered a season-high
526 yards of offense en route to a 437 loss and extended the losing streak
to eight games.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio is not
plenscd with the losing trend and
wants to finish the last two games
on a positive note.
··of course, we don't like how this
season has turned for us," Pannunzio said. "We've got to show our
kids that we have to put the first
nin{' games behind us and make the
last two ga!fiCS of this season better."
The Colonels got on the score-

board first with Taylor Long's 31yard field goaJ to begin the second
quarter. After a Murray State punt
on the following drive. Eastern Kentucky's offense started to hit on all
cylinders.
On the first play of its new drive,
Eastern Kentucky set up a halfback
pass. which resulted in an 8S·}'ard

touchdown n•ception by Patrick
Bugg.
The next two drives, the Colonels
started at the Racers' 34-yard line
and capitalized on the good field
position.
Quarterback Josh Greco scored on
a two-yard run, his first of three
touchdowns of the day, followed
four minures later on a three-yard
run by halfback Mark Ounn.
By halftime, the Racers trailed 230, a lead that proved to be insurmountable.
The second half began similar to
the conclusion of the first. with the
ColoneL-; frequenting the end zone.
Brandon Rosser intercepted a
pass by sophomore quar terback
Rync Salyer and returned it 27 yards
for six points. Greco threw two
touchdown passes to cap the scoring
in the third quarter.
The Racers avoided a shutout
with a 22·yard touchdown pass from
Salyer to sophomore wide receiver
Maurice Marchman early in the
fourth quarter.

On top of surrendering a seasonhigh amount of yards, the Racers
finished with seven turnovers.
including three interceptions and
four lost fumbles.
Murray State was already without
the services of two starters: junior
quarterback Ken Topps and junior
halfback Chad Cook, which, on top
of"thc turnovers, made it difficult to
defeat a high-quality OVC opponent..
"We had a bunch of turnovers
again today and couple that with the
injuries we have, and you can't beat
a good team like Eastern Kentucky,"
Pannunzio said. "Today, we had a
great effort, but things just aren't
going our way right now."
Salyer completed 12 of 35 passes
for 159 yards with three inten:eptions and one touchdown.
Turner rushed for 99 yards on 22
carries and freshman Stevie Chancy
had 98 yards on 17 attempts.
The Racers next host Austin Peay
at 3 p.m. Saturday in its 2005 home
finale.

Women take down Blue Chip All-Stars, former Racer
A ut umn Boaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@thenews.org

The women's basketball team
defeated the Blue Chip All-Stars 8061 Friday in the Racers' first exhibition game of the preseason.
The majority of Blue Chip AllStars were former college players
and included alumnae from Western
Kentucky and the University of
l.ouisville, and former Racer Stacey
Holmes.
Head Coach Joi Felton said the
exhibition games were like dress
rehearsals that prepare the team for
the real thing - the regular season.
The preseason games give the team
a chance to evaluate its mistakes to
make corrections.
Thl' so-called dress rehearsals
allowed <:oaches and the players to
develop their own preview and attitude for the upcoming season, Felton S':lid.
Freshman guard Ashley Nichole
Hayes said the team is ready for the
regular season.
"1 feel like we're championship
material;· Hayes said. "I don't know
abnut !:1St year, and I don't care
ahout it."
In Friday's g:~me, Hayes pitched in

12 points and 13 rebounds, giving her
a double-double.
Senior guard Jill Fulkerson and
freshmen guard Amber Guffey each
contributed 13 points, while junior
forward Erica Gordian and sophomore Alaina Lee chipped in 11.
Felton said she was pleased her
team spread the ball around and got
different players the chance for
scoring opportunities.
"Overall, I thought we shot the
ball well" Felton said. "I think we
had five people in double figures."
T he Racers were 9-for-18 from
three-point range and 17-for-22 from
the line.
The All-Stars made 10-out of-13
free throws, but only 3-of-22 were
from behind the arc. Former
Louisville player Rochelle Griffin
led the team with 14 points.
Stacey Holmes contributed with
26 minutes off the bench, hut had an
off shooting night scoring 11. She
was 3-of-12 from the field and l~of-6
from three-point range. She also tied
Leslie Logsdon for the team lead in
rebounds with six.
Although the shots fell for the
Racers, Felton said the defensive
rebounding needed improvement.
'We gave up too many offensive
rebounds," Felton said. ''We've got

to do a better joh on the defensive
boards. That's something we've
made an t!mphasis on and work hard
on every day."
The Racers played tl)eir final
exhibition game Thursday night
against St. Louis Gold Star , but
results were not available at
presstimc.
The first regular season game is at
5:15 p.m. Nov. 19 when the team will
take on Ball State, which ended last
season with a 16·13 record. Last season, the Racers trnveled to Ball State
for their fourth game of the season
and left with an R7-76 win.
Junior guard Ashley Brooke
Hayes scored 25 points while playing aJI 40 minutes on the court.
Hayes buried seven 3-pointcrs out
of 14 attempts and made nine total
baskets. She also added four
rebounds .1nd rhr"c assists.
Former Racer guard Rebecca
Remington also bombed Ball State
with 29 points and :1 team-high six
assists.
The Racers will ha,·c home court
advantage for the game, but some
think the advantage could be better.
"Fan support," Lee said...That's
the hardest thing right now, but I
guess that comes with winning
games."

Saturday morning is a big day for deer
hunters as safclight marks the opening
day of modern gun deer season across
Kentucky.
Some hunters have been making preparations for the opening of the season for
months now. They have been scouting
their hunting area, hanging tree stands
and sewing food plots. Most hunters are
trying to find out every little detail about
every deer that is within the herd they are
scouting. H students studied in school like
hunters study their game and their hunting skills, the world would be filled with
geniuses. Modern deer hunters have
raised the simple act of hunting to a complicated science.
The outlook for this weekend looks
favorable as the unseasonably warm temperatures broke just in time. The conditions are still warm for November but will
be cool enough for the deer to move and
feed early in the mornings.
As I have been scouting my hunting
area. [ have come to the conclusion that
the rut is on the verge of beginning. The
"rut" is a term that is
used to mean the
mating season. I have
seen some bucks displaying dominance,
gathering groups of
does and keeping an
eye out for other
bucks looking to
infringe on their territory.
When the rut is
starting, bucks have
breeding on their
minds and they are
Warren
often unaware of
King
hunters. This makes Outdoor Columnist
harvesting a buck a
tad easier. A good hunter will try to mimic
a doe by reproducing the sounds and
smell a doe produces. Two products I use
to attract bucks are Primos game calls and
Tink's 69 buck lure.
The "can" by Primos is simply a small
can that when turned over, produces the
sound of a doe bleat. Tink's 69 is a reproduction of a scent that docs release when
they become ready to breed. and this
smell can be detected by love sick bucks
throughout a large area.
Mixing the Primos call with a scent or a
lure is a aeadly comoination. When used
together, the combination mimics a lone
doc that is ready to breed. When using
this approach, and successfully calling up
a buck, you can almost hear the Hallelujah
chorus being sung inside the deer's mind.
When the deer finally figures out it's a
trap, it is usually too late and a successful
and humane harvest can be made.
Another way of getting bucks within
shooting range is by the use of rattling
antlers. Synthetic antlers can be purchased at most sporting goods stores, and
they can imitate the sound of two bucks
fighting when banged together. If a dominant buck hears the ruckus, he will run
toward it to see what is going on <tnd who
is in his territory. Mature bucks become
very territorial during the rut.
If a dominant buck shows himself and
offers up a good shot, harvest the animal.
Try to use quality dt!er management
habits, such as harvesting only mature
bucks. Let the "scrub" bucks o r smaller
ones pass in order to grow and make a
better herd for the future.
One element of quality deer management overlooked is the importance of a
doe harvest. People usually only hunt for
antlers, and that's OK at times. but soon
you could find an abundance of does. T he
more does means the buck will travel less
to find partners. If a buck doesn't have to
travel far to breed, then it will be difficult
for a hunter to find deer in an open area.
Also by harvesting a few, does, y·ou are
keeping the buck to doc ratio in check,
which translates into fewer deer in each
herd. Smaller herds ensure there will be
more food for each deer, which guarantees higher quality animals.
Remember to have fun and be safe this
weekend. Use some of the tips I have
given to increase your odds of having an
encounter with a trophy buck. '

Amand,l Von KanneVThe News

Sophomore guard Alaina Lee
shoots a layup in Friday's win
over the Blue Chip All-Stars.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Members of the women's varsity rowing team carry their boat during the Head
of the Hooch Regatta Saturday. The event was the final one for the fall season.

Rowing teams overcome past losses
to achieve multiple top 10 fmishes
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
aboaz@>t henews.org

For the first time, Head Coach Bill McLean
watched his men's and women's rowing teams
fini~h among the top 10 teams in each event the
Racer:; participated in last weekend.
"It was pretty ecstatic because we did so
well," McLean said. "I've been very pleased
because it was a top 10 performance by both the
men and women."
The men's club team and the women's varsity
team traveled to Chattanooga, Tenn., to compete in its last event of the fall season. The Tennessee River played host to the two-day Head of
the Hooch Regatta. The races were divided into
22 classes consisting of a distance of three
miles.
In the men's club fours race, Murray State fmished fifth out of29 crews. The Racers beat several Division I schools such as North Carolina
State, Florida and Miami with a time of 17 minutes, 28.5 seconds, a 90-second improvement
from its time five weeks ago. The crew was 15
seconds out of first place.
The Racers placed lOth out of 29 in the men's
novice eights race with a time of 17:35.
In the menTs open pair race that was held Sunday, Murray State's B crew finished one position
in front of the Racer's A crew who came in eight
seconds later with a time of 22:18.2.

Come out and support the Rac•r•
as they take on the Governors
from Austin Peay In an lmportent
, conference showdown.

"As long as the men stay healthy and continue to work in practice, we're going to turn heads
in the spring," McLean said.
In women's competition, Murray State placed
8th in the novice fours race and 7th in the championship fours race. The championship race
consisted of 25 teams.
''That was an awesome performance by those
women," McLean said. "That's a huge improvement for us, big time."
Sophomore Anna Brown said the team had
technical difficulties when one of the rower's
seats came off the track during the race. Other
teammates had to stop rowing to fix the scat.
"I was excited, but at the same time, I was
kind of bummed because I knew we could've
done better," Brown said.
Although certain circumstances may have
hindered a better outcome, McLean said the
race was a turning point fo~ the women's team.
McLean said the women's team broke out of the
club sport group to become a known threat to
Division I schools.
"It was really out of his way to come, but I
really did appreciate it," Brown said. "I definitely did think of my dad when I crossed the finish
..
line.
Although the teams did not come home with
any hardware, McLean was not displeased with
the men's and women's performance.
Said McLean: "It's ideal to win medals, but
that'll come."

The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to invite the following ladies,
who we've taken a liken' to, to
our ...

,•

Abbie Boswell
Abby Bradshaw
AbbyM1IIer
Aimre Guelda
Alii Nanc!l
AI~ Zinzilicta
Am.1nda Biller
Am.md.t [ngland
Am.1nda Ml'tzler
Angie Htten
Ann.1 rul~erson
Anna Hill
Annaclise Grogan
Anne Hawlf!y
Ashley Bog.nd
Ashley Boggt•ss
Ashlt•y Ht-nu('r<.on
Ashley 1.1nalum
Ashlf'y,Morris
ATL
Brink Shmn
Britt.1ny Bogard
Bnttany Coomes
Bnttany Chapm.1n
Brittany Renrroe
Brooke Bailey
Brooke rugatc
Calla Murdock
Cami Knapp

Cara McHugh

Jen Carter
Jcn Peios
Jennifer Enoch
Jeri Win~tead
Jodi Martin
Jordan Adsit
Jordan Myrick

dr~dy Bl,1lo<;k

Landy Syler
laura Opregard
Lauren Brown
lawren Friuell
lauren Granger
lauren Moore
'leanna Circcn
i S~nerT leigh Ann lklttnck
Ka tarlile
lind~c Me
Kara ~OII"Itooth
Kari Ruit9Jph
u~.l \hoc

lc<-i Brou}hioil
<"ollet>n CarP$f1wr
rourtnt•y 1-k'~l
Dani Harrison
Danif.'llt• CtrVcr
D.midle Wellington
[mily rust
Erin Rik•y
[nn Str.1der
Girls SoccPr Team
H.mnah Riley
Hillary Fackler
Hollie Cltes
Holly Temple
laceTapp
lxkic Huntt•t
lacklyn R.1magc
J,lmie Story

Karie~uni

Liz~

Katie Arnso~
Kalie Hein
Katie McGregor
Katie Pride
Kayla Riley
Keely Cochran
Kelli Fitz
Kelly Amlung
Kelly Carpenter
Kelly Cruse
Kelsea Riley
Kerri Anderson
Kim .1\o\Qeeri
Kim Myatt
Kristen Callaway
Kristen Potb
Ladies of Cl

Lynsle Bunn
Maddif' DoolittiP
Maddie Ry.m
Mallory Cathr
Mallory D1ck1'.JSOn
Martha Rar
MtCaiiWebb
McKcnse Gl.1ss
McKenll'Y Hodge
Meagan Bet~wcngcr
Michelle Jones
MollyWolie
Nikke Hjerpe
Nillic Djilssemi
Paige Hurt

Ca~Humkcy

Caste Janet
CassteWebb
Cathey Walker
Cf'<"ilia Gerard
Charlsie Young
Cht>ls" G;leaver

ll''~"

Che~T~mpson

ChriStta'\_Ya\eS

Rachel Rcthl
Racgan Monon
Robyn Ryan
Sara~ Cunningham
Sara Neal
Sara Shardeln
Sara Sturve
Sara Sweeny
Sara Weiss
S.uah n..ker
s.u.lh ).lrlxl('
S.n.lh Misb,u:h
Sar<~h Polrvick
~.uah R<! ll
s.~ra William~

Sav.mnd Cooper
Shannon Moore
Sll'phanie Clark
Sumer T.1ylor
lCfd Ric,, Murdock
Tcrry Gregory
Tonya Wlrgau
Valt..'I'IC Milligan
Valerie Penny
Virginia Taylor
Wh1tney Chapman
Whiney Ovcrst«.'t't
Whitney Shrrlcy
Zhanell lackstadt

www.thenews.org
Now you have everything you possibly need to
start your day off right with
ww\v. thenews.org. Access all the latest news,
sports and other information online.
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Sports Briefs•••

I President presents Ali

Soccer players earn rewards with Medal of Freedom
for perfor~ances this season
Following an 8-ll-2 season,
which saw the Racers play in
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament's semifinals, several players earned hardware
for their efforts. '
For the tournament, senior
midfielder Lisa Pfeiffer and
junior goalkeeper Heather
Jones were named to the AllTournament Team.
Pfeiffer scored a goal in
Murray State's 3-0 win over
Austin Peay in the first round
and then had a shootout goal in
the 1-0 loss to Samford in the
semifmals.
Jones did not allow a goal in
a total of 200 minutes in net.
She had three saves in 90 min·
utes against the Govs and four
in llO minutes versus the Bulldogs.

Forward Rebekah Clay
received the OVC Freshman of
the Year honor for her seven
goals and three assists on the
season. She was tied for fourth
in the league in goals and was
seventh in points.
Clay earned a second team
All-OVC selection, and junior
defender and freshman forward
Krista
Llewellyn
received first team honors.
llewellyn tied Clay for the
team lead in goals and was
sixth in the OVC in points.
Oppegard helped a Murray
State defense that allowed less
than one goal per game in the
nine OVC contests. She also
had a goal and an assist.
Llewellyn and Oppegard are
the third and fourth Racers to
earn first team OVC honors.

Tickets for Tennessee game
available for MSU students
The Racers will take on the
University of Tennessee at 7
p.m. Nov. 30 in Nashville, and
students now have the opportunity to purchase tickets at a
reduced price.
The third regular season
game for the men's basketball
• team will be played at the Gaylord Entertainment Center.
Murray State students can pur·

chase tickets at the box office
at the Regional Special Events
Center for $10.
This is a student rate, and
only those with a valid Racercard can purchase a single
ticket per card.
The Racers and the Volunteers have met once on the
court with Tennessee winning
in Knoxville.

Former Racer playing in NBA
James Singleton, a former
Singleton is averaging 7.8
men's basketball player, signed points and 75 rebounds in five
·
with the Los Angeles Clippers games.
in the NBA's offseason and has
In his Murray State career,
contributed to the team's 4-1 which lasted from 2001-03,
record.
Singleton bad 32 games where
posted
two he recorded a double-double.
Singleton
straight double-doubles in his
In a home game against Eastfirst two games as an NBA ern Illinois in 2003, he scored
player. He had 14 points and 10 37 points while shooting 8-forrebounds in the season opener 8 from the three-point arc and
agltinst the Supersonics.,~_ _ grabbed 18 rebounds.

1

(AP)
WASHINGTON
Muhammad Ali, his hands
shaking and eyes reflecting the
White House chandeliers,
accepted the nation's highest
civilian award from President
Bush Wednesday.
Bush called him "the Greatest of All Time" and "a man of
peace," and tied the Presidential Medal of Freedom around
the former heavyweight cham·
pion's neck.
It was Ali's first public
appearance in months. six days
after undergoing back surgery
in Atlanta. Wobbly from the
effects of Parkinson's disease,
the 63-year-old tighter at times
had to applaud with his left
hand clenched in a fist, and
now and then appeared to have
trouble sitting up in his seat.
But when it came time to
accept his medal, Ali stood
proudly in his black suit and
red, yellow and black tie,
embraced the president and
whispered in his ear. The president pretended to take a jab at
Ali. The champ responded by
pointing to his own head and
moving his finger in a circle
around his ear. The crowd
laughed. When he sat down,
Ali again made the gesture.
Ali was one of 14 luminaries
to receive the award Wednesday. On stage, he sat next to
actress Carol Burnett. Other
winners included golfer Jack
Nicklaus,
singer
Aretha
Franklin and Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan.
Calling Ali ·•a fierce tighter
and a man of peace," Bush said
Ali's lighting style would be
studied for years but defy imitation.
"The real mystery. I guess, is
how he stayed so pretty.'' Bush
said.
Mugging for the crowd, Ali
lifted his eyebrows and ran his
hands over his face. The audi·
ence of dignitaries, including
Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld, former Supreme
Court nominee Harriet Miers
and White House adviser Karl
Rove, laughed. Bush .added: "It

probably had to do with his
beautiful soul."
Standing together on the
East Room dais, Bush and Ali
made a historically curious
pair. During the Vietnam War,
their politics couldn't have
been further apart: Bush sup·
ported the war, spending his
eligible years with the Air
National Guard.
Ali, as a conscienti~us objector, refused to serve and was
sentenced to jail for avoiding
the draft, although the
Supreme Court overturned the
conviction. Outspoken and
proud of his beliefs. he became
a hero to the black nationalist
movement. In 1975, he was fea·
tured in Parliament's "Chocolate City," a funk vision of
black power that prophesied:
"Don't be surprised if Ali is in
the White House ... and Miss
Aretha Franklin, the first lady."
Born Cassius Marcellus Clay
Jr. in Louisville, in 1942, Ali
learned to fight after having
his bicycle stolen as boy. He
retired in 1981 with a 56-5
record, 37 knockouts and a
gold medal from the 1960 Summer Olympics in Rome, having
successfully defended his title
19 times.
He changed his name after
joining the Nation of Islam as a
follower of Elijah Muhammad
and Malcolm X. He later converted to Sunni Islam.
On Nov. 19, Ali plans to
attend the Louisville opening
of the Muhammad All Center.
a $75 million museum celebrating his life.
Some bad blood remains
from the Vietnam era. Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars
spokesman Joe Davis said two
members complained to him
that the anti-war icon was
receiving a high award from
the president, but Davis said
the VFW itself has moved on.
''He (refused to serve) for
religious principles, and he
paid the price. ... And what he
did in his later life, he was an
excellent representative of the
United States of America."
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Cycling team takes 4th place in national championship
Bikers top previous
University records
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbt?ard@thenPws.org
With

a team bigger and bet-

ter than any other in its threeyear history, the Murray State
cycling team competed in its
second straight Collegiate
Mountain
Bike
National
Championship Oct. 28-30,
claiming a fourth place podium finish.
Fourth place is the best the
Racers have done in the
national race. The team placed
lOth last year. Jake Stone, team
president and senior from
Marion, said if it was not for a
few misfortunes, Murray State
would have been even higher
in the standings.
Lees·McRae College won
the championship with 702
points, and the Racers were 10
points behind third-pl ace
Union College and 34 behind
second-place Warren Wilson
College.
"If a few things that went
wrong hadn't gone wrong, we

would have been third or
maybe second place in the
nation," Stone said. "It was
just some bad luck that kept us
from getting that, but we still
made the podium and every·
body got bro~ze medals."
There are four events in
cycling competitions: cross
country, shoJ;t track, mountain
cross and downhill. Teams can
put their four best male and
female riders in each event,
and the results in the events
go to the team totaL known as
an omnium.
The bright spot was fresh man Kristen Corbett, from
Louisville, who was the silver
medalist in the mountain cross
competition. Corbett's second
place finish was not only the
best-placing amongst the
women who competed, but it
was also Murray State's highest ever at nationals.
The cycling team got to
Seven Springs
Mountain
Resort, just outside of Pittsburgh, a day early to find eight
inches of snow on the ground.

Derb's Catering

The snow melted throughout
the competition, and the water
muddied up the course for aU
the riders making the courses

r

*BBQ*
*Sides*
*Desserts*
Call
Home: 753 -'1573
Cell: 293 -5572

photo courlt"iy of jncob SIO!lt!

Junior Landon Loepker, from Birdseye, Ind., navigates a mountain bike course at Seven Springs Mountain Resort. The Racers finished fourth in the nation.

,.J

hard to navigate.
Junior Kyle Sumner, from
Greenville, got the team
rolling on the first day of the

competition with an eighthplace finish in the short track
event. Sumner's performance
was the best finish for the
men.
Senior David Timmons,
from Murray. finished l4th,
but his real adventure came in
the cross country competition
when he got a flat tire on his
third lap in the front of the
pack. Course officials begin
pulling riders off the course
who were not fast enough
after the third lap, and Timmons was one. He earned a
16th-place finish, but could
have placed higher if he was
left to ride the rest of the race
after fixing his flat.
Junior Landon Loepker.
from Birdseye, Ind., finished
35th in the cross country and
ran the last four miles, including two mountain climbs, after
his bike chain snapped.
Stone said he heard numerous positive things from various directors and coaches at
the championship. ·
"We got lots of compliments
from race directors and other
schools that the race for second and third place was the
best they had ever seen at a
national championship," Stone
said. ''Someone came up to me
and said we have an awesome

program, and he said, 'Whatever we had going there we
need ro keep it up.'"
The team qualified for the
National Championships by
pl:lcing second in the Midwest
Collegiate Cycling Conference, whkh consists of Division J and I I tt>arns from Kentucky, Missouri, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michignn, Ohio and
Indiana.
The top three tc:1ms in each
conference move on to the
National Ch:unpionships for a
total of 32 teams.
Murray State was in first
place by 400 points over
Union College going into the
Regional mc.wt but could not
hang on and lust br 64 points,
6,265-6,201. 1 earns accumulate
points at various races
4
throughout the season to earn
their conference ranking at
the end of the season.
Union College entered certain races the cycling team
was nnt used to, but the Ruccrs entered tlwm anyway hop·
ing to h!lld them off.
Stone said the cycling team
is always looking for new rid·
ers and the nurnher of ridc.•rs
on the team has int:rcascd
each year. The dub tCilm also
participates in the road season
during the spring.

First Step learning Center L,

7S3·3961 • 814 Coldwater Road • Murray
Now aeteptln§ enrolllftent • ages 6 weeks to 9 years old
Monday-friday 6-9 p.11.

~

ACOUSTIC &
GUITARS
AMPS- KEYBOARDS & MORE
mainstreetgu ita r-s.com
Monday- Friday 10 am.- 5 p.m. • Sarurday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

'1'18 Gibbs Store Ra.
Murray, KY '12071
OHMiller@charter.net
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The Gentlemen of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity

...

Invite the Following Ladies to

rTfie rTfiqnksBivinB 1Jay Crush Vance

DEADLINE

.. ~ ~........... ~~ .;.;;;~~~.;;. ~~:.~. ~;. :~~~~........~.~......

Abby Mitchell
Aimee Guelda
Ali Christ
Ali Springer
Alicia Hughes
Alicia Mathis
Alisa Stull
Alison Mugler
Alissa Fricke
Allie Michener
Alyse Zlnzilieta
Alyssa Groves
Alyssa Lewis
Amanda Axe
Amanda Bates
Amanda Carter
Amanda Felber
Amanda Vaughn
Amber Anderson
Amber Ray
Amelia Arbuckle
Arnie Clayton
Arnie Naas
Amy Ashley
Amy Melvin
Andrea Lewis
Angie Hiten
Angie Ladd
Anna Doom
Anna Floyd
Anne Hawley
Annie Snider
Ashley Arnold
Ashley Calhoun
Ashley Edwards
Ashley Forrest
Ashley Henson
Ashley lsonhood
Ashley Kranmer
Ashley Lanham
Ashley Lipham
Ashley Morris
Ashley Powell
Ashley Stanton
Ashley Veigl
Aubrey Prest

Aubri Stroud
Audry Hamilton
Autumn Boaz
Bailey Murphy
Becky Owler
Becky Payne
Becky Ruebke
Bethany Burba
Betty Boop
Bobb1Brysiewicz
Brandy Couleas
Brittanie Ainsley
Brittany English
Brittany Flint
Brittany Renfro
Brittney Bogard
Bryn Tumer
Cali Corsi
Cami Knapp
Candice Nier
Cara McHugh
Carrie McAiiley
Casey Humpkey
Casey Northcutt
Casie Janet
Cassie Burgin
Cat Vitale
Cathy Walker
Chelsea Smith
Chelsie Petrowske
Chelsie Taylor
Cherie Stivers
Chuck Norris
Cierra Pickens
Clair Watson
Courtney Henderson
Courtney Veath
Dani Harrison
Dannie Cain
Desiree Bennett
Diyee Boulangger
Donna Phillips
Elizabeth Dandenau
Elyse Hills
Emily Murphy
Emily Stephens

Emily Westart
Erin Cook
Erin Cummins
Erin Riley
Evelyn Mason
Fallan Butler
Glimmer Eubanks
Grace Miller-Lee
Hallie Rhodes
Hannah Riley
Hannah Spurlock
Heather Bond
Heather Carby
Heidi Hietpas
Hilary Fackler
Hillary Harris
Holly Rounedge
Jace Tapp
Jackie Hunter
Jamie Storey
Janna Wyatt
Jan Carter
Jenna Allred
Janna Boyd
Jenna Canaday
Janna Kiri<patrick
Jenne Hays
Jennie Badgett
Jennifer Carter
Jennifer Glass
Jennifer Jamison
Jennifer Young
Jenny Dickey
Jenny Hines
Jeri Lynn Winstead
Jessica Carter
Jessica Gardner
Jessica Garrison
Jessica Grogan
Jessica Ivy
Jessica Linenfelser
Jessica Lively
Jessica Rabbit
Jessica Renfroe
Jessica Thorpe

Jill McCall
Jill Pierce
Jo Ann Mathis
Jod1Dean
JodtKeen
Jordan Myrick
Jordon Compton
Julie Conway
Julie Musko
KaciLong
Kacie Rector
Kara Jackson
Katie Fowlkes
Katie Humkey
Katie Just
Katie McGregor
Katie Nimmo
Katie Ross
Katie Seibert
Katie Stout
Katy Arnold
Kayla Gray
Kayla Riley
Keiko Moore
Kellen Allen
Kelli Fitzpatrick
Kelly Cruse
Kelly Kurzendeorfer
Kelly Riley
Kelsey Jones
Kelsey Riley
Keri Jordan
Kim Maziarka
Kim Myatt
Kristen Windsor
Kym Scranton
Lacey McGinnis
Laura Chambers
Laura D'Amico
Laura Holt
Laura Kight
Laura Manning
Laura Neal
Laura Rimar
Lauren Brown

Lauren Harms
Lauren lewis
lauren Noel
Laurie LaCompte
layton Noel
Leah Buretta
leeAnna Green
Leigh Anne Buttrick
Leslie Hanson
Leslie Lynn
Linda Moreland
Lindsey Hutchison
Lisa Carney
Lisa Choate
Lisa Zarzecki
Lorraine McMullen
Lulu Atieh
Lyndsi Keel
Macie Fletcher
Mackenzie Gross
Maggte Shupe
Mallory Cathey
Mandie Sidener
Mandy laszewskl
Marci Pruitt
Maria Locklear
Marrisa Stegman
Martha Ray
Mary Burch
Mary Harmon
Mary Jo Hipp
Mary Moreland
McCall Webb
Meagan Rogers
Megan Beiswenger
Megan Byars
Meghan Frandsen
Megan Happle
Megan Hudelson
Megan Knickman
Megan Parks
Megan George
Meghan Mottaz
Melinda Streetman
Melissa Crespo
Memphis McLugh

Meredith Lee
Michelle Bell
Michelle Jones
Michelle Passenau
Michelle Singer
Miranda Ludtke
Morgan Day
Nicole Erwin
Noelle Olsen
Pamela Zibari
Paula Singer
Rachael Jaenichen
Rachael McCoy
Rachel English
Rachel Jackson
Randa Gozum
Rabble Edwards
Rosemary Schmidt
Ryan Hayes
Sarah Farmer
Sarah Griffiths
Sarah Hobson
Sarah Neal
Sarah Wets
Sarah Willig
Shannon Bishop
Starr Hays
Stepfanie Long
Stephanie Horman
Stephanie Lawrence
Stephanie Moris
Stephany Clari<
Summer Wheatley
Taryn Burlord
Taylor Buckingham
Tiffany Melton
Tiffany Snow
Tiffany Wilson
Tonya Wirgau
Valerie Lewis
Valerie Yankowy
Vannessa Higgins
Virginia Taylor
Virginia Walker
Whitney Franke
Whitney Shirley

...........•.......................•••..•.•••.•................................ ................•.......•••.•.....
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If you have any questions or need directions,
call or e-mail Jim Burch 618-580-8206, jimmyb033@gmail.com

Can't find the perfect Christmas Greeting? .
Tell your friends Merry Christmas with The Murray State News
in the special Christmas section Dec. 2.
For more information,.contact the advertising office at 762-4478.
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cough,
strep

COU~
Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant Lifestyles Editor
ecawein@thenews.org
Sneeze, hack, cough, snort, sniff,
sneeze, wheeze.
The tum of the seasons is upon us, and
with its arrival comes a symphony of
upper respiratory instruments echoing
throughout the residential college circle.
Whether it's strep throat, flu, sinus infections, colds or another unknown ailment,
it seems something is always going
around.
For }oanie Balbach, junior from
Louisville, the autumn solstice acts as a
red warning flag - the long-time allergy
sufferer knows an immune system failure
is ahead.
"I usually get sinus infections about
twice a year, and I battle allergies every
fall and spring," Balbach said. "I was actually on allergy medication for a long time,
but it just doesn't seem to help."
Balbach's latest foray into seasonal
sickness was a sinus infection three
weeks ago.
"I've probably been sick for about a
month," she said. "I woke up on a Monday
morning after having been fmc all weekend and had the biggest sinus headache of
my life, and my teeth were hurting and I
was really congested. I knew it was a
sinus infection."
After 10 days of an antibiotic prescribed at Health Services, Balbach's
symptoms had only slight!~· improved.
"The congestion cleared up with the
medication, but I've been battling a cough
for the past three weeks," Balbach said.
The accounting major said health setbacks like this can be a serious academic
concern for college students.
"With the sinus infection, I pretty much
slept for an entire week, and ever since
then I've been trying to catch up," Balbach said. "I have tests this week that I'm
concerned about because I feel like I'm
still behind from not being able to devote
the full amount of time to those classes."
While Balbach and many others are
casualties of cold weather. Judy Lyle. staff
nurse and health educator, said Health
Services has been buzzing since August.
"We have seen an increase in traffic
from the get-go this semester," Lyle said.
''Students this semester seem to have
come to school sick. We've had a steady
amount coming through, but 1 think that's
a little unusual.''
Lyle said typically when the temperature drops. health services staff begins
seeing more upper respiratory infections,
most of which arc viral. January and February are the peak time for flu, thou!Ul in
the past flu season has gotten an early
November or December start.
"Weather patterns don't necessarily

When to see
a doctor
• Sustained fever
• White substance
on throat
• Green mucus
• Any noticeable
change

cause the sickness, but they put stress on
the body," Lyle said. "We also have a lot
of environmental factors contributing
right now. Tobacco fanners arl' curing
tobacco. There is a lot of dust because it's
been so dry and we have leaf mold with
the falling of the leaves. I don't know how
unique it is to this area, but there do seem
to be a lot of allergy sufferers in western
Kentucky." •
As with ailments that strike yearround, there are ways to decrease your
chances of getting sick in the cooler
months.
Lyle said the most basic advice is to
wash your hands and wash them frequently, using soap and warm water for at
least 20 seconds each time.
"You can't sterilize your hands, but you
can certainly reduce the germ load and
the bacteria load on them," she said.
"That is an absolute key to staying well."
Lyle also suggested students eat
healthy. avoid sugar and caffeine, get
plenty of rest each night, exercise and
drink plenty of water - at least eight 8 IlL
glasses each day.
How.ever, even students with illll~:U·'
late, healthy habits still fmd their.m • •
systems under attack once
Keeping a few items handy
tial college room could help
medicate.
Lyle recommended
ibuprofen or Aleve for
decongestant, lots of
"A good salt-water
how much you bate
the mucus off the
open up a tight,
Home remedies
a time when·
gles aren't
stopping by
have a sustained
, pain in the Chest.
ears or sinuses, white substance on the
throat, green mucus in your nose or
expelled when coughing.
The height of flu season is on the horizon, and Lyle said sudden onset and a
fever of more than 100.5 degrees are
warning signs. Also look for chills, body
aches and upper respiratory difficulties.
"If you've got any underlying condi·
tions, like asthma, or if you're a smoker.
the elderly, the very young, anyone who's
got a condition that keeps them at high
risk should get a flu shot," Lyle said. "1
differ from some of my colleagues here,
because I tend to think that ,students,
because of the unique stress that they're
under and the close quarters they live in,
may want to consider a flu shot. It could
keep you from missing a week of class."
The Calloway County Health Department will administer flu shots Nov. 30
from 9 a.m. to U:~O p.m. in Carr Health
for $15.

Keep your room stocked
• Decongestant
• Ibuprofen
• Aleve
• Acetomenaphin
• Facial tissue
• Multivitamin

• Salt for salt-water
gargle
• Fluids -water,
orange juice
• Fruits, vegetables
and healthy foods

photo illustration by Andrea Chapman and
Chia-Hung ChanstThe News
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This Week
• Friday
Rock-a-Thon
7 p.m., philanthropic
event sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Delta,
Curris Center

• Saturday

Student's approach to ·acting 'creative anarchy'
'Prince' provides unique
spin on Shakespeare

Football
Phllllp Dishon
3 p.m., Racer football Staff Writer
vs. Austin Peay State pdishon@th~news.org
University, Roy Stewart Stadium
In the near future, guerrillas
with invade Murray State's camConcert
pus.
7 p.m., Night of Stars
However, these mercenaries
Scholarship Benefit won't be toting bayonets and
Concert, Murray Idol hand grenades. Rather. they will
finals, adults $15, stu- perform unique interpretations
dents $7. Lovett Audi- of famous scenes from Shaketorium
speare's classic plays.
' Daniel Trump, junior from
Paducah, formed The Prince of
Cats Shakespeare Company,
Concert
4 p.m., Murray Civic named for a line in "Romeo and
Music Association Juliet," with this guerrilla-style
presents banjo player theater in mind.
Trump said his own passion
Alison Brown, free
admission for stu- for Shakespeare's work coupled
dents, Lovett Audito- with his desire to offer students
an outlet to test their own
rium
boundaries in theater helped him
make the company a reality.
"Although the department bas
Speaker
corrected
it (recently), I didn't
3 p.m., International
Education Week sem- believe there was enough Shakeinar, "Sustainability speare on campus," Trutiip said.
Across Continents: "(The company will) integrate
Opportunities
and Shakespeare into people's daily
Directions," Curris routines but won't force it."
"Creative anarchy" is how he
Center Barkley Room

• Sunday

•Monday

•Tuesday

describes his approach to the
inner workings of the acting
group. Trump said there are no
followers, no leaders and no limits on the creative level leaving
endless opportunities for members to take on different roles
and express new ideas.
"I started this with no real outside influence, and I basically
kept it that way," Trump said. "I
like doing Shakespeare that
doesn't have a time period. No
traditional Shakespeare is our
only rule. (Viewers are) not
going to see tights and pumpkin
pants."
He said students can expect
scenes from "Julius Caesar" performed in '80s punk-rock attire
or a colonial-themed "Much Ado
About Nothing."
Auditions for the acting troupe
took place nearly two weeks ago
on campus. Trump said the initial response from students was
not what he expected.
"The first night, we bad virtually nobody and the second night
we had 10 people," be said. "Basi·
cally, once I was able to tell people what the company was about
- then the response really came

"I started this with no real outside influence. and I basically kept it that way. I like doing Shakespeare that
doesn't have a time period. No traditional Shakespeare
is our only rule. (Viewers are) not going to see tights
and pumpkin pants.''
Daniel Trump
Junior from Paducah

to a head, and I ended up with a
much bigger company than I
expected."
In total, Trump said The
Prince of Cats Shakespeare Com·
pany consists of 19 members
including actors. technicians and
honorary members.
Anna Pearce, junior from Pad·
ucah, said she auditioned for the
company because she liked the
idea of a non-traditional studentrun Shakespeare group.
"I think it is going to be very
exciting," Pearce said. "I think it
is going to be very different."
Pearce was also drawn to the
group because it gave her the
chance to experience costume
design and construction.
"It is nice not to be just an
actor," she said.
C.J. Houston, junior from

Chicago, said the audition
process was positive and reflected the ideology of why the group
was formed.
"It was a really relaxed environment," Houston said. "It was
a group of people with a common interest, and no judgment
was cast."
Houston said he has experience interpreting Shakespeare in
different ways on stage, and
believes the company will succeed in bringing new ideas to the
Bard's classic works.
"If done right, with the right
idea, it can work," he said.
Keith Reid, senior from Paducah, also was accepted into the
company after his audition.
Although Reid has never performed Shakespeare on stage, he
said performing thl~Se classic

plays in different, spontaneous
ways would be a rewarding
experience.
"I don't have :my problem with
it being non-traditional," Reid
said. "And, in my opinion, Shakespeare is more about the text
than the period it is set in."
Although the company is still
in its beginning stages, Daniel
Trump said it won't be long until
performances start taking shape.
The group will perform during
the theater organization Sock
and Buskin's spring festival and
in Playhouse in the Park in fall of
2006.
Students interested in the
Prince of Cats Shakespeare Company can learn more by attending the biweekly meetings at 4:45
p.m. Wednesdays in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre lobby.

Fun-filled weekend full of football, chili, Murray Idol finals

Panel discussion
2 p.m., International
Education
Week,
"The Study Abroad Staff Report
Experience Across
the Globe," Curris
Stay and support fellow Murray State
Center Mississippi students this weekend as they compete in
Room
football, the Murray State Chili Cook-off
and perform in Racerband and during the
Night of Stars n concert Saturday.
Come and support the Racers as they
Concert
play
Austin Peay State University at 3 p.m.
8 p.m., MSU Jazz
Hand I, free admis- Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. This is
sion, Lovett Auditori- one of the last two games for the football
team to redeem themselves from their 1 um
8 record.
Listen and enjoy the sounds of the
Racerband as they play before, throughConcert
out and during halftime. Tickets are free
8 p.m., University with a valid Racercard.
Chorale and Chamber
Students only have one more chance to
singers, free admission, First United
Methodist Church

•Wednesday

•Thursday

see the Racers play after Saturday's last
home game. Thursday the Racers travel to
take on Tennessee Martin
Saturday is also a chance for students to
show off their cooking skills at the Murray
State Chili Cook-off sponsored by the
Student Government Association and
Campus Activities Board.
The event is before the game at
1 p.m. at the southeast end of
Roy Stewart Stadium. Just pay
$5 for all the chili you can eat.
After the game, warm up in Lovett
Auditorium and listen to numerous
musical acts at the Night of Stars U concert. The Murray State Wind Ensemble
and 2005 Paducah Idol Fowler Black will
entertain the audience.

Murr\).y Idol contestants Melissa Crc·
spo, freshman from Mascoutah, Ill., nnd
Stephen Hunt, senior from Paducah, also
will perform during Night of the Stars II
for the final round of Murray Idol.
They will compete for the title. $500
tuition scholarship for first place and
$250 for second place and two
hours of recording time in a studio.
The Murray Idol competition
was narrowed down to Richmond Idol Crespo and Clark Idol
Hunt in October from eight Idols who
represented the Residential Colleges.
Whether students are up for a football
game, chili or musical act. Murray State is
filled with activities this weekend.

MStJ vs. AaadQ.,_,.
When:
3 p.m. Saturday.
Roy Stewart Stadium

Admission:
free with Racercard

NJsbt of StanD
When:
7 p.m. Saturda-y.
Lovett Auditorium
Adm.isslon:
general S1S
MSU Jtudents and children $6

WE NEED
TO PICK
UPJ. FOR

• Nov. IS
Dance-off

OUR TRIP

7 p.m., Mozz Video
Lovett
Dance-Off,
Auditorium

TO THE
80RbER.

• Nov. l9
Concert
7:30p.m., Jars of Clay,
students $12, general
admission $15, Lovett
Auditorium

'''
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• All YOU can eat Pizza & SPaGatti buffets
• Awesome New Games for the kids
• GrouP rates available • Birthda~ PartY specials

&.lc the PC DOCTOR
~rM
...,_

•House QJ!b
• <A-rK.TJI M.llnt<m:tllC"t'
• Componeut L:pgrJdcs • lnstaU & ~tl.:pllomcNct"nrk.•
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Lunch
Buffet:

Coupon
2 FOR $1149
TWO AU-YWCAIHAT
PIZZA a. SPAGAm

WNCH BUFFETS W/DRINKS.

MON -FRIIJAM • 2PM

1 Dinner &.
I Weekend
1
~ t
8 u. II!
I
1 Coupon

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

2 FOR $1209
TWO AU·YWCAIHAT
PIZZA a. SPMAm

WNCH BUFFETS WIDRINIS.
MON • FR/4:30 - SPM
SAT I SUN 11AM • SPM

*Must present coupon. Not
·Must present coupon. Not
good with any other specials. 1 good with any other specials.
Expire~

I
I
I
I

r2'l!O~irEi51J.a56

1
I

Pick-up/
_

1 Delivery
I
1

Coupon

I lARGE 1TOPPING PIZlA AT
I REG. PRICE AND YOUR
I
CHOICE OF
I
• BIIEADSTICU
I
I
. IISSERT PIZZA
.112 CIIESESTICIS FOR $1ifl EXTRA.

I *Must present coupon. Not
1 good
with any other specials.
I

I
I
1

Expires 11/18105

r210J 753·6656

Pet Sitting• House Sitting

Established 1985

WE WILL TEND
Fidos, Felines, Fish,
Feathered Friends,
as wd l as any other
furry or non·furry
airters in their own
home environment!

Shawn Mnxv.t"ll 753-6147
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Disney's latest lacks magic of animated classics ·

courtesy of Disney

heavily on childish potty jokes
and child-friendly pop hits
from various decades to ever
fully develop its characters
relationships in greater depth.
The film's length of only 77
minu~es fur ther hinders plot
development, making every
scene seem rushed. This may
sound like something n viewer
could easily overlook, but
these two elements are vory
prominent in the film.
This film had enormous
potential to bring Disney out
of its slump and into a new era
of success, but it simply wasn't
meant to be.
Still, although the humor is
pretty much a rehashing of
juvenile jokes and one-liners
from the 90s, and the plot
needs to be further explored,
"Chieken Little" does sport a
solid return to the charm and
emotion of classic Disner.

has the makings of a wonderfully animated film. Sadly,
visuals and sound can only do
so much for a movie.
The film's numerous screenwriters, who a lso helped compose other recent Disney animated films, in jected a loosely
flowing storyline with cliched
jokes and humor geared only
toward the younger viewers. It
is true an animated film's primary audience will be children, but the successful animated movies of the past 10
years succeeded because their
humor was universal and their
plots were solidly founded.
This movie focuses too

Zero film strips: Save your cash.
One film strip: Catch it on TV if
you're bored
Two film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the
box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion
Collection

Great visuals
cannot save
'Chicken Little'
Staff Writer Phillip Dishon
writes the movie reviews.

Buck Cluck (Gary Marshall).
Hoping to overcome his mistakes and prove himself to his
The glory days of Walt Dis- father, Chicken Little jqins the
ney Pictures seems to be noth- local baseball team and ultiing more than a distant memo- mately wins the Oakey Oaks
ry to our generation. We were Acorns the pennant, creating
raised watching "The Lion "closure" for the mishap a year
King," "Aladdin" and "Beauty ago.
and the Beast" on the silver
Still, when Chicken Little
screen. Today's generation has discovers the sky truly is
had to settle for bastardized falling, he faces the opposition
straight-to-video sequels of of his hometown. his father
Disney's classics and nearly and an armada of laser blasting, cloaking alien warships.
unbearable theatrical releases.
With its most recent release,
Director Mark Dindal is no
"Chicken Little," Disney tries stranger to bringing stories to
to reclaim its former success Life through hand-drawn aniwith a big bang. Unfortunately, mation. Dindal struck a
audiences will have to settle comedic cord with 2000's
for a charming film devoid of "The Emperor's New Groove"
the humorous storyline need- mixing hilarious absurdity
ed to make it legendary.
with beautifully stylized aniIt has been a year since mation. However, with "ChickChicken Little (Zach BrafO en Little" being one of the first
claimed the sky was falling, an computer animated films Disaccusation that tarnished his · ney has made without the
family name and nearly assistance of Pixar, Dindal
destroyed the entire city of explores new grounds easily
Oakey Qaks. The pint-sized achieving a marvelously vivid
rooster lives with daily criti- world.
Oakey Oaks and its numercism from the entire town and
a lack of trust from his leg- ous citizens are all crafted in
endary baseball playing father, an amazingly cartoonish style

reminiscent of the Disner staples Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck. The computer animation is flawless and captivating with every clement of
movement and expression captured perfectly on screen. This
style gives the fi lm a less serious fee l, making the audience
warm up to the characters and
their world quickly.
'The voice actors also add to
the connection that develops
between the audience and the
film's cast. Braff and Marshall's
portrayal of Chicken I.ittle and
Buck Cluck is dramatic and
emotionally moving. Both
actor's amazing performances

only heighten the audh:nce's
view of how distant the two
characters are.
Tears should not come as a
surprise to anyone watching
the interaction of father and
son in this film.
Still, the film's standout performance rests in the undeniably distinct vocals of roan
Cusack, who brin~s wit and
charisma to the ugly duckling
Abby Mallard. Cusack's vocals
add even more humor to tlw
already hilarious design of the
character. naturally accompanying every characteristic of
Abby's physical look.
So far, it sounds like Dindal

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. #l's
Destiny's Child
2. All the Right Re asons
Nickel back
3. Timeless
Martina McBride
4. Thanks for the Memory
••• 'Ibe Great American
Songbook Vol. IV
Rod Stewart
5. Monkey Business
The Black Eyed Peas

1. Jarhead

1. Gold Digger
.
Kanye West featuring Jamie
Foxx
2. Run It!
Chris Brown
3. MyHumps
The Black Eyed Peas
4. Soul Survivor
Young )eezy featuring Aton
s. Photop-apb
Nic.kelback

1. Star Wars Episode 3: 1. Predator
Revenge of the Sith
Patricia Cornwell
2. At First Sight
2. Office Space Extra Special Nicholas Sparks
Edition
3. The Camel Club
David Baldacci
4. T o xic Bachelors
3. Ba tman Begins
Danielh: Steel
4 . Office Space
S. Knife of Dreams
Robert Jordan
S. Family Guy Presents
Stewle Grlftln: 'Ibe Untold
Story

Source: Billboard.com

2. Chicken Little
3. Dreamer

4. The Legend of ZoFfo
S.Prlme

Source: Cheri Theatres

Sourf:e: Billboard.com

• Books

Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: nytimes.com

• Website
annoyances.org
"Annoyances.org is the most
complete collection of information assembled for and by
actual users of Microsoft Windows." W indows users can
unite at annoyances.org to
learn about troubleshooting,
get answers to their questions
and share their aggravations
with fellow users. The solu·
tions offered on the Web site
cover a variety of Windows
versions.

o/intagf!- !J?.pse T-mporium S
5tnnua[ o/era f_Brad[ey

rrrun~Sliow
November
ll, -12andl3
new for faD 2005 nMnlltlnger in Chehea Green

Save 20%
on your favorite
Vera .Styles!
1>on 't miss tliis
once a year event.
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New spin on not-so-new game show
Professors, coaches
face off with spouses
Janet Robb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb(li>thenews.org

Four couples were put to the
test Tuesday to see who knew
each other better during the
Not-So-Newlyweds Meet College Students.
The event, based on the
Newlywed Game, featured
Murray State professors,
coaches and their spouses, who
answered questions about each
other to help promote good
bonds between couples.
Casey Dallimore, program
coordinator, put the program
together as a project about
healthy relationships.
"I'm an intern here this
semes~cr, so part of my internship I had to come up with a a
project,'' said Dallimore, senior
from Paris, Tenn. "We do a lot
of awareness type programs at
the Women's Center, and I
thought that maybe something
-I don't mean to say the others
are negative - but something
that is more upbeat and positive."
Jane Etheridge, Women's
Center director, and her husband. John, emceed and started
the show by reading a couple
of paragraphs about themselves.

"I would never only write a
couple of paragraphs," Jane
said about their introduction.
After introducing the four
couples. the men were sent to a
"soundproof room, otherwise
known as the Ohio Room."
"I don't like this first question," Jolin said before asking
the wives what their husbands
would do if they got lost.
Confused looks graced the
men's faces when they were
asked what their wife said their
favorite zoo animal was.
"My favorite animal in the
zoo is the tiger," said Michael
Lovett, assistant women's soccer coach. "But I don't know
what she said."
· Patricia Lovett, student life
associate. said gorilla instead of
Michael's favorite. and didn't
receive any points for the question.
In the next round, the husbands needed clarification
before answering their first
question about their wives' pet
peeve.
"Is it a pet peeve about us?"
said Randall Black, professor of
music and Student Life dean of
the Murray State Commonwealth Honors Academy.
It all came down to a tic
breaker between the Blacks
and Martin Milkman, professor

photos b~ Erin Cummins/The News

Randall Black (left), professor of music, answers the
question 'What would your wife do w ith $1 million?'
with 'remodel the kitchen, family room and patio
area.' His wife, Kim Black, said she would save it.
of economics and finance, and
Velvet Milkman, women's golf
coach, to see who would win
the game.
"If a fire destroyed your
home, what would be the one
possession your spouse would
take with her?" John asked.
Randall and Kim Black came
out on top when they both said
she would grab photos.
"I was told to behave by my
wife and my daughter,'' Randall said. "{Kim) was a little bit
nervous about saying yes
because she said 'You know,
I'm afraid that you're going to
say something that's going to
embarrass me."'
He said the goal was to promote healthy relationships and

he hoped this process helped
promote this idea to the audience and this was the real reason they decided to do it.
"We didn't do it necessarily
to win or lose," Kim said. "I
think we were just interested
in helping Jane and the Women's Center and help with
healthy relationships."
Dclana Dennis, senior from
Pendleton, said the show was
entertaining and it was a
change to see professors interact with students.
"I really enjoyed seeing the
facial expressions when the
professors were asked questions," Dennis said. "Some
(questions) just threw the professors for a loop."

Ann Buchanan, wife ofJason Buchanan, Murray State
grounds department, gets a correct answer.

Week-long events to unite Greeks, raise money for philanthropic fund
Kara McCombs
Staff Writer
kmccomb~@thenews.org

Murray State Greek organizations
uphold their philanthropic values as
they come together to support a good
cause for Greek Week.
"The purpose of Greek Week is to
promote the advancement of Greek
unity on the campus of Murray State
University and contribute to a special
philanthropic fund, the Nathan Ray
surgery fund,'' said Michael Brown,
Interfraternity Council president.
Tw9 years ago, Ray, a Mayfield
native, was in a car accident that left
him partially paralyzed. He is seeking

aid to travel to Europe to undergo
surgery that will cost about $25,000,
Brown, senior from Henderson. said.
Penny Wars will be held to raise
money for the fund and start Monday
and end Friday.
"There will also be a raffle at the
(Transparent) concert on Monday the
14th for prizes,'' he said. "Points will
he awarded for each event and one
Fraternity and Sorority Greek Week
Champion will hl· cro\\rned."
Alpha Gamma Delta President Sara
Swiney, said Greek Week activities
start Saturday at the SGA-sponsorcd
chili cook-off.
"The Greek organizations have the
option to enter chili in the cook·off

for points,M said Swiney. senior from
Poplar Bluff, Mo. "Greeks will be recognized between the first and second
quarters of the football game that
afternoon."
She said organizations will hang
spirit banners in the Curris Center
Wednesday to be judged. The events
wrap up Thursday with a Thanksgiving dinner and the announcement of
all the winners.
Organizations receive points for
spirit and attendance ~t all events,
Swiney said. Greeks will wear letters
all week to show organizational pride.
'$We are looking forward to this
event," Swiney said. "We have
worked hard to plan this event and

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270,759.3003
Now leasing at Murray
Place!

need support from all Greek organi7..ations along with faculty and staff to
make it a huge success."
Mike Young, assistant vice president of Student Affairs, and Alpha
Sigma Phi Adviser said unity is important.
"Greek Week is an opportunity for
Greeks to come together and unite to
share brotherhood and sisterhood
across chapter lines," Young said.
"This event gives non-Greeks the ability to sec Greeks in unity."
Young said the event has been
around in different forms for many
years, but not consecutively. H~"Said
he hoped Greek Week would become
an annual tradition.

"These events arc for the Greek
community," Young said. "Alumni
and faculty associates arc welcornl' to
attend. It is a week of fraternal camaraderie. Organizations arc reaching
out and showing solidarity as a Greek
community."

Greek Week events
• Satarday; Chili cook-off
• MODda)'l Penny Wars
• We4Detday: Spirit banners
• ~ Thanksgiving din-

--~
• Friday:
Penny Wa(S end

The ladies of Alpha Delta Pi cordially
invite the following gentlemen to the

"l

cfllp!&a. J)Jta.
dfa.Lla.tcJJJa.Ll
Friday, Nov 18, 2005 fr om 8 p.m. -

Where will you be living
tnis Fall? Murray Place
offers 2 and 4-bedroom,
fully furnished
apartments, each with
private bathrooms and washers
and dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student oommunity include:
•Sparkling swimming pool
•Exciting community events
•Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
•Tennis courts
•Fitness Center
•Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
•All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, ·cable, and
high-speed internet
•Rates Starting at $299!
www.MurrayP/ace. com

Nelson
Tyrie
Warren
Cloniger
Hedges
Scott
Stockdale

DANCE·tigatorsllt
Danny Oliver
Dave Hardin
David Cox
David Yunker
Deputy Diamond
Alexander
Derek Fellows
Dewey Yeatts
Don Robertson
Dustin Collier
Eric Batts
Eric Blalock
Eric Geissler
Eric King
Evan Miller
F. King Alexander
tan Howard
Jacob Savage
Jamaal Gardner
Jamie Blaylock
Jason Hinson
Jason Pittman
Jasper Wyatt
Jeffrey Utley
Jess Rarner
Jesse Livingston
Jimmy Byars
Joe Berghausen
Joe Duncan
John Balbach
John Butler

John Muir
John Spinner
Jon Burris
Jon Holden
Jon Kyle Allred
Jon Mitchell
Jonathon Blackman
Josh Rhodes
Joshua Douglas
Julien Robinson
Jumpin Jason
Justin Davis
Justin Downing
Kent Manning
Kevin Batts
Kevin Rheinecker
Lee Taylor
Leonard Matlock
Lucas Swatzell
Marcus Vaughan
Mark Toren
Mark Woodring
Mason Tudor
Mathew Whitted
Matt Green
Matt Martini
Matt Mothersbaugh
Matthew Coggeshall
Matthew Sumrell
Michael Bolton
Michael Brown
Michael Jones

midnight

Nathan Clinken·
beard
Nathan Heppler
Nick Bragger
Nrck Dooley
Nrck Murphy
Patrick Hayden
Patrick Howell
Paul Ditterline
Paul Holladay
Phil Sollitto
Pul Wang Lau
Reed Clapp
Robby Proctor
Robert Hankins
Ronnie Walls
Ross Meloan
Ryan Saxton
Scott Grant
Shawn Bruce
Steven Brown
Tab Brockman
Taylor Johnson
Taylor Smith
Tim Eason
Todd Plewa
Transparent
Tyler Swin
Warren Thompson
Zach Harris
Zach Hudson

Appropriate Attire:
CAMOUFlAGE
(Please bring a picture I .D.)
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Center holds night of entertainment
Students relax 1\.fter Dark'
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org

The Curris Center transformed
into a dance club, golf course and
poetry forum Friday at the second
installment of the After Dark program.
the Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Center hosted the first After Dark
program in August and used it to
give bored and listless students
something to do on the weekends.
"We wanted to provide an avenue
for students to just be able to come
out and have a good time and be in a
safe environment," said Geco Ross,
multicultural center student coordinator and junior from Paducah.
The program lures students out of
their residential colleges with pizza,
loud music and free activities. Several organizations joined the multicultural center for the second After
Dark and used Curris Center rooms
for games like Texas Hold 'Em poker
and Dance Dance Revolution.
''Opening it up to student organizations to get involved, to sponsor
rooms and put their special touch on
it has just made it worth the while,"
Ross said.
African-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs hosted
Madden and Halo video games in
the Barkley Room. With four TVs
and a projector screen. students
clutched controllers and fought each
other in virtual reality.
"These people would probably be
at parties, around alcohol and drugs
or something, so we're trying to
keep them on campus," said Misty
King, multicultural center administrative assistant and junior from
Huntingdon, Tenn. "I know a lot of
the guys love Halo."
Tish Lyte, graduate student from
Dyersburg. Tenn., hosted Scribes
and Vibes, which allowed students
to express themselves through original poetry, in the dance lounge. The
poets read rhymes and verses from
notebooks as the audience listened.
laughed and applauded.
To wrap up the reading, Lytc performed her own poetry. One of her
pieces, "Black Rains and Dark Days."
relied on fast paced repetition.
"You had me, got me, my my mind
body and soul," Lyte recited. "1 had
your mind, I mean, I think you think
of me. I want it, I mean, I want your
soul. You were my, are my my my
soul mate. You got me stuttering."
After the audience chairs from
Scribes and Vibes were cleared

away, the dance lounge turned from
poetry verses to hip hop lyrics. Phi
Beta Sigma hosted a dance during
which sororities and fraternities
shouted chants and line danced
through the crowd. Alpha Kappa
Alpha even performl.'d its signature
formation, the A-train.
Hart College's Dance Dance Revolution club to~k over the Mississippi
Room. They hooked two DDR pads
to a projector .screen and faced off
against each other as techno music
blared. They turned out all of the
lights, focusing on the arrows and
anime cartoons moving on the wall.
"We're a little unique in the things
that we do, and the people we
attract," said DJ Wilson, DDR Club
president and freshman from Frankfort. "We're just an interest group
that tries to bring people together."
The rest of the Cur:ris Center
teemed with activity. There were
board games and poker in the Tennessee Room, putt-putt in the Cumberland Room, picture frame fashioning in the Ohio Room and Greek
organization information tables out·
side the Barkley Room.
Food Services distributed free
pizza, cookies and cold drinks to
starving students from the concession stand while the theater showed
"House of Wax."
"I feel like it's a really good program," said Phyllis Parker, sophomore from Chicago. "It's a good way
to intermingle the Greeks and the
non-Greeks."
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Jars of Clay members include Dan
Haseltine, Matt Odmark, Steve
Mason and Charlie Lowell.

Jars of Clay
mixes rock
with spiritual
message
Staff Jleport
The widely varying list of acts who
have played on the Lovett Auditorium
stage will be one longer Saturday. Jars of
Clay, a soft-rock acoustic Christian band
best known for its 1996 hit, "Flood," will
perform at 7:30 p.m. Sara Groves and
Donald Miller will open.
Sponsored by the Student Government
Association and the Campus Activities
Board, this is the second time Jars of Clay
has performed on campus. The first was
when they played a show in Feb. 2003.
Jars of Clay members are Dan Haseltine on lead vocals, Matt Odmark on guitar and backup vocals. Steve Mason on
guitar, bass and backup vocals and Charlie Lowell on keyboards, backup vocals
and accordion.
The band has received several Dove
awards, the equivalent of a Grammy in
the Christian music industry. They have
won in the following categories: Modern
Rock/ Alternative Album (2003, 2000),
Special Event Album (2003, 2001, 1999),
Group of the Year (1998, 1997), New
Artist of the Year (1996) and Sbon Form
Music Video for "Flood" (1996).
The band has released nine albums in
more than a decade of recording, and
continues to be a popular force on the
Christian music scene.
Tickets are $12 for Murray State students with a Racercard and $15 for the
general public. All seating is reserved.
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Christmas Open House
Sunday, Nov. 13 · 1 p.m.- 4 p.m.
R~freshments will be served.
Savings throughout the store!
Register for door .prize
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SALE

Absolute Aucuon- Lakefront Subdivi·
slon on W,ltt> Bar lake oii 1-40,
Kingston, TN. Saturday, Nov. 19,
12:00 noon. Furrow Aucuon Campa·
ny, 1·800·4FURROW or www.turrow.com TN lie. t62.
--~-

Pole Barn Blow Out! 30x50x10 Only
$6,995; 24x40x1 0· $5,395 , fr<'C
DC'Iivery, painted metal, slidt.!f.
http;/Ina tionwidepoltbarns.cjb. net
Call 937-559·5405
FREE 4-room DIRE.CTV wlin~tallation!
Free DVR! Frt..>e DVD Player! 3 months
Free liBO Cincmaxl Acces~ :US-t
Channels. 100% Digital. Conditions
apply. Call now._1_~Q0.270-4~ Wolfi Tanning Beds. Buy dimct and
sJvcl Full BOdy Units from $22 ,,
month! F~ce Color catalog. Call Tod.•yl
1-R00-842·1305 www.np.etstan.t.om

HELP WANTED
AJtention Homeowners: Display
homes wanted for vinyl siding, Windows, root~. Ea~y credit term~. No pa)'·
ments until 2006. Starting at $99
month. Call t-8()().251-0843

---

-------

Tennessee' Kentucky laJ.eiront land.
New communoty on the TNiKY border
Justl-1/2 hours to Nashville. Spectacular views of lake Barkley. 1 to 6 acres
from the $40s. No time requirement to
build. Call 866-340-7768
SAWMillS fro1m only $2,7951 Convert
your JOGS to Valuable lumber with
your Norwood portable band sawmill.
log Skidders also available. WW\\ ,norwo()dindustril's.<eom Free information:
1·800-578- 1363 ext300N
Construction: No Exp. needed; we
train. H<; Gr~cf~ 17-34. Great pay, ben·
efits. Must relocate. Call M-F 800-284·
6289
S.lles/ Estate Planning! We provide
quahtied leads, complete product

trainJng and sales support. S 1,800·
S2l00 weekly income potcnti<~l. rrior
~arcs
experience
a
must.
www.gro\\ withufsc.com 800·860·
8275 x420
A COL Drivers louisville, KV area.
lrnmedoate openings. local delivlvies,
shuttle runs, regional run,, yard Jr~< kr.r.
,md te.tm~. 2 yr recE'nt exp. requirt'< .
8b6-270-2665 www.abdriveruom
-'rcepting Trainees for WNnl''• .Swifr,
tR England. others! 16 d.1y CDI.I l"o
money down, student fin,mc;ing!
fuition re'ombursement av:tll. Jol1
placement asst. Mon-Sun 1·800·883·
0171 x6
ATIN DRIVERS!! National Distributors
leasing, Inc. Has select positions
open! Cood benefits. pay & frei~t
lanes. Call today! 877·3:!4·9677.
www.ndsin.com
11l·livering on our promi>e:o\ CI.IS$·A
COL driver~ nPeded! RC'gional lanes,
'jlodllty hometime, TOP PAYI C~ll Sun·
t .1y or anytimt•, Priority Transport.1·
tlon 866·882-0768 EOE
Driver, Owner Operators, CompJny:
Average Sl .JO/mile. Homt: wcckends,
during week. No forced dispatch. Plate
progr;•m. Older trucks welcome.
Quick start. Call Max at T&TI 1-800·
511 -0082
Dnvers: Company, Outstanding p.1y
package, $550 OrientJtlon pa)'•
monthlv honu5e!>, BC-BS. life lnsur.
,mce, !>rePass Plus, Trilnsllo. 010·
PJid liu•nse, permits. 8&6-804-(.)Hl
Tr.tn5port America. -~OrivNs: Find a great Dedicatt>d Dri·
ving job at www.HotDDJ.rom. llw
only website devoted to helping Cl.m·
A Drivers find the best job> 10 trucktn~.
SEE MORI HOME TIME and l"'T!R
TO WIN at 2005 Polarb ATV! Visit the
~it':._or enter by phone 1-888-423-8446
Drivers: Owner Operators Needed!
Trude line IO<ated in Jeffersonville IN,
Must have Class-A COL. W1• get our
drivf•rs home on weekend~. Call 1100·

!48-0<124. A:.k for S.tfC'Iy Dtr<'Ctor.

800·.511.0082

Drivers Sign-On Bonus start up to
44cpm Home weekends, .Z400-t .wcr•
oge weekly mtles, Cuilrantl't:d Income,
assigned trucks, (ull benefits, experi·
encc rPquircd. 800-441-4271 ~,..,.!.KY.
100

Practical Miles... Coming Soon at Cnt
Attcnd W. Mcmphts Orientation.
$0.05 NE Bonus Pay! XM service
CI.Jss-A COL Rcquir()(l. Apply I .SQO.
CFI-DRIVE
(1..S00·2 )4 ·3 748);
www.cfidrive.c<>!11

Hirtng Flo.~tbed CIJ,;~-A CDI 01 R Or!·
Excellent p.1y! Fxc.:ello·nt llt.•nl.'t1J
package! BOBS llealth Ins, Vision/
Dcnt11f, Life tnsur.lnt:•~, 40 I K wttmment pl.10. vacation t 11 p;ticl holi·
d.1y~. SIGN ON BONUS!!' Wtth I yr
Fl~thed Experirmce. MAGNATRI\N
CORP. Contact AI lott IUJ0·.316·'11 J8,
334-688-2375

Ryder- Georgduwn, KY. RydPr the
RoJ1l to your f-uture! C;oll now tu
ch(!(k our nc·v.- Jnoe.l~l·d 0/0 pay
packages. C.1ll now tr• dtt'ck out our
new in~urancc progr,un. If you .ut• .1
teJm or single owner operator <~nd are
looking for a o;ecurt• 'ompany that is
growing, call t()d.Jyl Ryder oflt'rs sign
on borius for team and single owner
or~rator5. •weekly pay settlements
look! look! Look! Truck Driver and weekly fuel surcharge. •All dis·
Tratne5 wanted! "o money upftont
patched miles paid. 'AU routes disHiring In your area. Tran$potlalton, patched out of Georgetown, KY and
Food, Lodging. You mar qu.llify for rt1\Jm 10 Georgetown, KY daily/ mght·
)tate paid training. 1·877-';:;4.11\00
ly. •Df:·clicatcd Routes. Dt..'<licatc<l CU!-Drivers- Semt Owner Operators! E.un tomer of 15 ~Pars. "l"o East CtMst
up tu S1.41 pN mile. Frc11 Ba\t! pl.ttus, ' frl'ighr. 'Horne wPI'kt•nds .md ~loli
pt-rmits, Quai·Com. No tou~.;h Fr'-''1-\htl cbys. •fuel t,,.,., pt·rrnots, l'<lr~o .md
Drivers, Cherk u~ out! l·R77·fd J. tr,liler ln~ur,mc e suppll•·d •r'w·l purchas•' program. •( Dl Cl;t~s-A with
6385 x:!81i
HAlMAT with two yrws t•xpcrience,
Drovers- Semi OT R Ortvcrs, Arr- you dean MVR illld h.lr.'kground. "AI~tl hir·
just a number( Cume work for the ing company drivers. Ryder Integrated
logistiC:., In• .Z4U W. Yusen Rd.
BUSKE Family, Good cqutp, pay. hen·
Georgetown. ICY RQO.q25·4268 optton
cftt-.. Mor~ Ask our dm erst 800-8796. EOEI Drug ll'$ting Is a condition of
2486 xl86
contracting with RY()fR.
Ma\eridc Transportation is now
acceptmg students! Your COL Is your Train in your own backy;ud. CR [ng·
ticket to success .mel we arc hen• to l,md is hiring in your area. Comp.lll}'
help. Company sponsorerl 1 Ill tr.Hn· sponsored li; day Traintng available
ing now available. Awragn over Call Today l-000-~98·'1'.!013
$45,000 your bt yP.ar as .1 Maverick
driver. Home W('l'kt•nds om c Jr.tlning vVc h~vc drjwrs proj(-c t~·d to c.1rn
rompletcd. Call us tocl.ly <~nd t h.uJ~I' S83,000 Jhis ye<trl I low mut:h wlli
your future' 1-800·.!8'1·11 00. Vi~Jt us YOU edrn? Ex('elh•nt llnm<'tinw! Wt!
~imply uficr a whoi(• lot mor1•! ll~o~rt·
online m;werit kuo;a com
land
hpr~>
l-800-441-4951
Owner Opcrawrs Fedlll Gooond h~dm~ \\WW.heanlandex~r(·~s.c<lfll
up to $1.40/milc {Includes fu"l $Upplcmcnt) •Onsitc Dtscount fuel S1 .25 gal- MSU Opinion Editor Wanted- apply
lon. Experience Rcqutrcd. 1·866-812· in 111 Wilson llall No CJ<penence
needed. Work In a fun and friendly
63!9 Turner.Tottenfl>iedcx.rom
cnvtronmcnt. All Applications are due
Owner Operators Needed Orl11ing on Nov. 18. Interviews will be held on
Record not pt•rfer.tl Short on CXf)('ri· Nov. 27 at 7 p.m.
encd Giv~· us,, c.JII! M~x fJ> T&T 1wr~.

TRAVEL
i1'1 Sprina Bre1k Wdnitc! Low prices
gWJranteed. free Meals & frM Drinks.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip frMI
Group discounts for 6+ www.S~nina·
BreakDjscounts,com or www.LejsureToun,com or 800-838-8202.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAk CELEBRITY
CRUISE! 5 Days From $2991 Includes
Meals, Taxt'i, Entry To hclusive MTVu
Events, Beach Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World, Road Rules!
On
Campus
Reps
Needed!
www.SprlngBreaklravel.com 1·800678-6386
ing Break 2006 with S
'ces to Jamaica, ~xlco, Bah~l!f
ncl Florida. Are you conMdedl Sel
rips, E.vn Castt & Tra11e Free! Call
oup discount$. Info/Reservation
8-4849 www.ttstrave.corn.
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, IAMAICA
From $4991 Travel With America's
Largest &Ethics Award Winning Spring
Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines, Free meals, Orinkt, Biggest
Celebrity Parties! On-Cam~ ~rlcet
ing Reps Needed! www.Spring&r9kTravelcom 1-800-678-6386

Finant:ial aid if qualify. 86&-858-2121
www.onlinctidcWatcrtech.com

MISC.
Gun Show! W,1Jton, KY. Nov. 12-13.
National Guard Armory. Sat 9·5, Sun
9-3. For inform.ttton, call 76.5-91400~1 . Buy! St•lll Tradet
AOVERTISERS: You can place a 25·
word clds~ificd .1d in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for as little as $225 with
one order, one p.1r,ment. For information, contact the , . .Jssified department
of this newspaper or rail KPS 1·502·
223·R821
America's Hottest Opportunity· Own
your own· Dollar Stores (news.dollarstoreservices.com) •Discount Party
Store$ (www.dpstorcs.com) "$1.99
Boutique
Jewelry .
lwww.199jcwelry .com)
•Mailbox
Star~ (www.th£'mailboxstores.com)
From $45,900 1·800-829·2915 or 1800-518-3tJh4
$$CASH$$ lmmt>diate cash for structured settlemenh, annuities, law suit,
mortgage nott~ & cash flows, JG
Wentworth 11. 1-800-794·7310

HEALTH
fdmily Hcalthcarc w/prescription
plan' $69.9'i/mo. NJtionwidc Cover·
age, No limitdtions. Includes: Doctors,
Dental, Vision, Hos!l. & more. Everyone Accepted! r.al WCG 800-2689214 ext. 2.132

Place your
message in
The Murray

EDUCAT IONAL

State News
classifieds for

AirlinP Mechanlt'· Kaptd Training for
high paring aviation career. fM Predicts sevCfe shortage. financial aid if
quality· Job placcm£'nt assislilnce.
CALL AIM (8881349·5387

10~

Earn Degree onltne ir....m home. •Medical, •ausinc:<,, •Paralegal, •Computer.
Job placeml'nt ,w.istanu•. Computer &

111 Wilson Ho11l • 762-4491

PER WORD!

Tile...,

Ub ·

State News

Na"llt..-:~liOI

Acts provide mellow variety of music at The Stables
Caey Northcatt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutr@flwnews.oqr

Lexington band To the Galley
rocked The Stables' stage after Murray State's Heather Bond. tunior f'rom
Louisville, opened for it Saturday.
The concert was Bond's idea. She
knew the members ofTo the Galley in
high school and loved their music. so
she got them an on-campus gig.
Through the Curris Center, Holly
Gray, senior from EddY"llle, reserved
The Stables' .stage for Bond and To
the Galley.
Barefoot whUe playing guitar and
piano, Bond began the concert with a
mellow feel
Ryan Saxton, junior from Louisville,
played guitar and Andrew Perkins,
freshman from Symsonia. accompanied on bass.
Kate Brockmeier, fresbmtn from

Port Thomas. sang backup, bar!DODiz-

ina with Bond's lUtfng voice.

"1 play some coumry, tome Christian," Bond said. "Some of k'J m1
mellow, some of it's, Ilk ~
Evanescence. I just write
Dt
different stuff.• .;«L
The 10ap a ..._ , _ ~
compolltioas, &olia • • •,..., ~
tric Jllltar·lace4 a$1,trd plta to .-:
softer, melodic 10111 tided •Some

a.,..._.

Good CC)IIIp8Dy.•
"She fust wants to be somebe4y,
not just pretty c:udi of 180UY: she

sang.
The audieace cro.wPcl ""'"
tables strewn wkh, ~ cupe _.
roo4-.JisteniU to Bond and her
accompiidl& play her muaic.
..I liked ber style, and 11M hid a
great voice," MarsbaU HQ~y, Junior

ad dnuamed behind ldm. ad other
times he would pick up a -deep purple
suftar and play with ttaear.
The audience partldpMecl with the
soDS Battle Star Gatactlca. c:Jappins a
rbydun lead by Weaver.
To tbe Galley completely altered
the show for the Dlspalah cover.

readUy introduced her friends to the
rooaa full Of people.
"TCJ Tlle Gallefa up next, ad
tbqrc awaome: lbel81d.
A bdd CQD1i1tiua oftJ*'~ of
~ ~ To 11ae Glllq
~ ...., player ¥Ike Cleary
Chds Woo&IIL Aaron
~Jed bait and )ill Grimm
--;~ ~yed p.ltar.
·'the lllftilben 1tmt played......
lor two yean. ~~ thelr Dillie
fiOm a lip lD Woodall's baseJnent
tbat points ia the direet'lon Of llis
ldtc:bea. 'l1leJr musk:al style consisted
of loUd. fut beats lftt~ bough to
vibrate the woode8 Stables dlairs.
..,d ..., the people we pt com~ to most would be bands like
InadNI or Stolie Temple Pilots. a lot
ofbluet, basi. guitar stutl. and we also

menta and positions. Grilftm moved
to bue, and Weaver picked up vocals.
condnuecl to dance wbeD1111-..l* Woodall lwlded hil drumJttcb to
the floor.
Cleary, wblle he took the guitar.
The band's set lilt Included ~
~ choice it yours, the choice is
of The Poo Fighters and ~>~~!patch tWt befeo• saas Weawr. -nme served."
orJaiaal songs- written by Cleary del
Neither Heather Bond nor To the
Grimm.
Gelley b.u yet to profuce a CD, but
"'t's so cold. 40-betow ........., both lilY ~ bave plant to record.
belted Grimm in the soq40-Below.
Bond can be seen petformtuJ in
The Galley guys often ~Witched up pl'CJ81'ams such as the Thursday
elements of their pt~rfOralaaee, Grind, ancl fans can catch her soap

don't llk.k to one pare.•

sing whlle his band mates ltiUIIUDed

a¥.__
w-.

The band conducted its coacert
predominantly in T -shirts, eB.ept for
Cleary. The guitarist wore a tie
tucked ia to a while butt~ llbirto
black P8J*- and .-, New RtJ""cj

team.._
SuitouDded by
brlls._
In& the

tile
~
To
Galley d~Dced__.~
~. ~ --~
mic. C1euy &equ-.:ly ...,.~
llllP while he played hll ~jjil

"Tiale

~':lJ•U~. 1-. .~ .. f!·mL~e~~~l:ee!Irt!f!!f=~· ~~m-e~
After Bond wrapped up her H&, g

on the we1J at www.tothepllep.com.

Sunday Mornings 'at Hardin Baptist:
College Sunday_ School at 9:15

Worship at 8:45 and 10:30 am

I

,

Setvect,• sWitcJibla IDstru-

